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Harper trying to build
steam for GOP primary
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By JOE OMSK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Paducah businessman Billy
Harper has money and a message. And, as a relativel!,
unknown gubernatorial candidate, he's hoping to coordinate
both to his benefit in trying to
unseat Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
Once a political ally of
Fletcher's. Harper has been setung the groundwork for months
to challenge the incumbent governor he helped get in office
three years ago. Leading that
effort has been a statewide barrage of television commercials,
which started while voters were
already occupied with last
month's midtem elections.
"I'm a business guy from
Paducah,- Harper said last
week. "A lot of people across
the state did not know who I am,
so we had very low name recognition and we had a lot of work
to do to get that up."
only
the
is
Harper
Republican so far to announce
plans to challenge Fletcher for
the GOP nomination next year.
Harper hasn't submitted his

d
Ws"

NMI

documents Int masa be will
soon, while Fitecker filed Ms
candidacy papers ha week.
On the Demers& We,only
Otis Hensley Jr. frau assent
Kentucky has officially entered
the race. Meanwhile, some of
the top prospective candidates
— including 1...S Rep Ben
base said they
Chandler
won't run
A construction compan
owner from tar western
Kentucky. Harper said he wants
to preserve the governor's office
for the GOP Fletcher. Harper
said, has been too politicall
weakened to win a second term
With his 2003 victory.
Fletcher became Kentucky's
first Republican elected governor since Lowe Nunn more than
30 years ago
Then came May 2005 and
the state ment investigation,
which led to the indictment of
Fletcher and other administration officials on misdemeanor
charges stemming from the
probe Fletcher pardoned every one other than himself, and
eventually he and prosecutors
agreed to a deal that dropped the

charges agAinsi
heal.
Now,
Fletcher's odds
winning
of
year
next
aren't good,
Harper said at
('VOA press
conference
about 20 steps
nom the governor's office
"My chiet objection to
Governor Ernie limber is he
can't win the general eiectson."
Harper said -Re-nodunattni
him would he the same as hand
ing the statehouse to the
Derriocrats
Harper's fir u commerc;als
have dealt with his plans for
improving education While he
didn't mark his limit. Harper
said he's willing to spend
"whatever it takes- out of his
own pocket to win the norms'
non
Sun, the question rerniuru
whether Harper can build his
name recognition with soters
against an incumbent governor

III See Page 2A

Cotton making comeback
in western Kentucky fields
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FULTON. Ky. — Few people think of Kentucky when
they think about cotton farming.
But cotton was grown in the far
western part of the state for
many years and, recently, it has
begun making a comeback of
sorts.
A handful of farmers have
returned to the crop for a second
year with nearly 3,000 acres
planted in Fulton County in
2006.
"Cotton was grown here for
years and years and years. but it
went out in the 1970s," said
Cam Kenimer, the county's
natural
and
agricultural
resources agent with the
of Kentucky
University
Cooperative Extension Service.
"At that time many were still
picking it by hand, and what

automated pickers were available were pretty pnrrutive."
Prices and yields dropped on
cotton in the '70s, while corn
and soybean production took
off. Farmers throughout the
state abandoned cotton and
began growing grains instead.
"We had a had year that year
and we switched to soybeans,"
said Fulton County fanner Joey
Parker, whose *tidy quit growing cotton in 1973. "('otton was
very labor intensive. At the time
we had a one-row picker and
also picked by hand. It was a
very labor intensive crop. and
we had no chemicals either.
genetics have
"Cotton
improved, so now it is easier to
raise it and with the high price
of nitrogen for corn and the
price of soybeans. it's just

another alternative crop,- added
Parker.. who remembers taking
naps on his mother's cotton bag
while she picked.
Nitrogen fertilizer prices
have increased about 2*) per
cent in the four years Kaumer
said he's been in Fulton County
Parker. one of the farmers
from Kentucky and Tennessee
who ,Erow cotton in Fulton
County, was finashtng up his
harvest last week alter being
delayed by fall rains At harvest.
the cotton is put into hale,
weighing about 500 pound.
The hales are placed into a mod
ule and then picked up and
transported to a cotton gin in
Tiptonville. Tenn . about IS
miles away

III See Page 2A

KSP seeks input
on performance
directs the agency to promote
Special to the Ledger
public safety through service,
The
—
Ky.
FRANKFORT.
Kentucky State Police (KSP) is integrity and professionalism.
asking citizens throughout the utilizing partnerships to prevent,
tommonwealth for their input reduce and deter crime and the
concerning the agency's per- fear of crime; enhance highway
safety through education and
formance and effectiveness.
'The mission statement of
the Kentucky State Police •See Page 2A
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Pollcstog
Murray Police Dapartmont
• Criminal mischief was reported at 11:28 a.m.
Friday at Country Girl Design at 404 N. Fourth
St. Extra patrol was requested.
• A.theft was reported at Fern Terrace at 12:22
p.m:Friday.
• Derek Moore, 25, of Cunningham. was arrested for theft by unlawful taking less than $300
after a shoplifting complaint was reported at
Family Dollar Store at 2:13 p.m. Friday.
• A hit-aid-run collision was reported at 5:27
p.m. Fncley on North 12th Street.
• Someone came into the station at 7:51 p.m.
Saturday to report a burglary.

was making threats at the,
•A sailed with a gun house at 11.55 p.m
Sigma Chi fraternity
gone when officers
Saturday. The subject was
'arnved.
stolen from the Big
• A vehicle was reported
Sunday.
Apple parking lot at 6:15 a.m.
reported at 2001 Rugby
• Criminal mischief was
Drive at 723 a.m. Sunday.
Sunday for theft by
• Two juveniles were cited
unlawful taking less than $300.
reported at 1706
• Criminal mischief was Sunday.
Keenland Drive at 9:54 p.m.
reports, logs
— Information is obtained from
• and citations from various agencies

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

ENTER THE DRAGON': Students at Martial Arts America throw punches at visiting
Don "The Dragon" Wilson, a 10-time world kickboxing champion, who participated in a
black belt conditioning exercise wearing focusing mitts. Wilson helped to judge the
event and encouraged students to continue training in martial arts.

II Harper ...
From Front
Having money is necessary,
but candidates need more than
that to succeed, said Mark
Nickolas. Chandler's former

Town Crier
NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
The
IS
Heights Water Dist. will meet
tonight at 7 at the District
Water Office located at 351
Almo Rd.
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold a
public forum at the preschool
on Dec. 14 at 6:15 p.m. to discuss a health and wellness
policy.
MI The Housing Authority of
Murray has developed an
agency plan in compliance
with the Quality Housing and
Work Responsibility Act of
1998 and is available for
review at 716 Nash Dr.,
through Jan. 16 from 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. A public hearing is
planned for Jan. 16 at noon at
the Authority's office.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

campaign manager and a
Democratic blogger. Often, selffinanced candidates have failed
for different reasons, Nickolas
said, noting the $8 million that
Democrat Bruce Lunsford spent
in the 2003 primary only to drop
out days before the election.
Harper's
Nickolas said
efforts so far have seemed "disjointed- and "unintelligible."
Usually, candidates start by giving voters an introduction. but
Harper launched with an issue
ad, Nickolas said.
"For some candidates, they
are used to being successful in a
business realm, but the one
thing that money can't buy you
in politics is the embrace of voters," Nickolas said. "Money
will certainly get you in front of
them, but it doesn't get them to
like you."
Nevertheless, Fletcher must
consider Harper as a serious
candidate because of his recent
problems, said Larry Sabato,
director of the Center for
Politics at the University of
Virginia.
"Normally, someone in his
(Harper's) position would be an
extreme long shot," Sabato said.
"Given Fletcher's troubles,
Fletcher will have to take
Harper seriously. He will have

To
subscribe to the

WHY DOES CHRISTMAS COME
ONCE A VEAIL SOT TNERES
A MONDAY IN EVERY WEEK

LEHfitER &TIMES
Call 753-1916

to take anyone on the ballot seriously."
Brett Hall, Fletcher's former
spokesman, said that by running
ads during the hectic general
election period Harper may
have gotten his name garbled
with other candidates. To be a
viable candidate, Harper needs a
ground operation with supporters across the state, Hall said.
Advertising alone-won't cui
it, Hall said.
"Too often I've seen candidates that want to rely on that
and invest in that and think
that's going to ignite the prairie
fire for them be disappointed,"
Hall said. "Certainly you do an
air game ... but you've got to
have people on the ground to
win the war."
While maybe not all voters
have paid attention to Harper's
early ads, they're typically
aimed at getting noticed by
political insiders, Sabato said.
"People who vote in primaries are a very special group of
people. They're not the average
voter," Sabato said. "They pay
close attention."
Harper said he's also trying
to build a network. Whether the
early advertising onslaught has
helped remains to be seen,
Harper said.
"The proof will be in the
pudding when it's all said and
done," Harper said.

From Front
enforcement; and safeguard
property and protect individual
rights." said KSP Commissioner
Jack Adams.
"We want to hear from citizens in communities throughout
the state regarding which KSP
services are considered positive
and which need improvement,"
said Adams. "Through continuous improvement, it is our goal
to provide the highest level of
protection to the citizens of

Monday-Friday
7:30 a.M. - 5 p.m.

"My leg discomfort
makes it impossible
for me to sleep or
rest comfortably"
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Ventura County Fire Department Captain John Jelle listens to his radio Sunday as a structure bums at Bonn-Fyre Farm in Moorpark, Calif. Two homes were lost on the property
where horses are boarded. A fire driven by strong Santa Ana winds threatened hundreds
of homes Sunday as wary residents, some armed with garden hoses, watched flames race
through canyons and over hillsides.

Marine helicopter crashed on lake, killing

a Marine and leaving three people missing
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
Marine helicopter carrying 16
people made an emergency
landing in a lake in a volatile
province west of Baghdad,
killing one and leaving three
missing, the military said today.
Twelve passengers survived
the crash Sunday in Anbar
province, according to a state-

"We tried some cotton last
year and it turned out good so
we added acres and bought
Parker said. "Prices
equipment."
Kentucky and make communities throughout the state better are not great but you can make
and safer places to live. To some money. You can easily. put
accomplish this, we encourage $300 to $350 per acre into-it:but
you can get back $600 to $700
open communication."
if you have a really good
and,
Citizens can visit the KSP
web site at www.kentuckys- crop, even more."
Although cotton has to be
tatepolice.org to complete an
anonymous survey online or more intensively managed for
they can download the survey weeds, worms and boll weevils
and mail the completed form to than other field crops, modem
Kentucky State Police, Strategic equipment has made the picking
Planning Branch, 919 Versailles process easier, Kenimer said.
Local growers have signed on
Road, Frankfort, KY 40601.
with the Tennessee boll weevil
eradication program and have
their crops scouted weekly, he
said. It only takes a few of the
weevils to devastate a cotton
crop.
Kenimer admits he knows

Do you have an uncomfortable or unpleasant sensation in
your legs that gives you the urge to move them? Does the
condition worsen during periods of rest, inactivity or at
night? It may be Restless Legs Syndrome(RLS).
Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

If you have had symptoms of RLS for 3 months or longer
and are 18 or older, you may qualify for a clinical research
study. Qualified participants may receive all study-related
exams and investigational medication at no cost.
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Clinical Neuroscience Associates, Inc.
270-227-6562
email:cnsresearch@bellsouth.net
OT Visit OUT web:site: www.jongustafsonmd.com

unknown."
The militar 'aid the incident
did not appear to be due to
enemy action but was still bein
investigated.

•Cotton ...
From Front

Restless Legs Syndrome

BUFFET

ment. The military said a
Marine was pulled from the
water but attempts to resuscitate
hurt were unsuccessful, while
three other service members
were listed as "duty status

little about cotton production.
but with its resurgence into thc
county he is trying to learn a,
much as he can. He also calls or
a colleague from the Universit
of Tennessee Extension semi('
when he needs some expertise.
It's unclear whether more
farmers in Fulton County will
add cotton to their operations.
especially in light of the strong
price outlook for corn. But
Kenimer said those already in
will likely stay until cotton
prices take a tumble.
"It may be something peoplc
inch into," Parker said. "With
the prices of corn and soybean'
up, 1 don't look for a whole lot
of change right now.
"It's been a good experience," he added. "I always said
I'd never go hack into the cotton
fields again, but sometimes you
have to eat sour words
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Numbers of black wean
with AIDS growing la
Kentucky

TOM BERRY/twigs( & rimes
MEN OF PURITY: Rick Johnston of Pure Life Ministries speaks to about 60 fellow
Christian men about the dangers of pornography and other moral themes during Hope
Harbor's "Men of Purity" seminar at the church Saturday afternoon. The focus of the program is the promotion of moral purity among men; particularly concerning sexual purity in
relationships.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ,AP) — Hundreds of
women in Kentucky art living with AIDS. and
females account for nearly a quarter of
Kentuckians diagnosed each year with the disease.
Vicki Johnson. an AIDS coordinator tor the
Kentucky Department for Public Health. said
some people still think AIDS is a disease of gay
men. -Well, it's not." she said.
But among women, the disease can he such a
strong stigma that they often tell others they have
cancer. or seek care from out-of-town doctors.
State public health officials said they are Just
beginning to respond to AIDS among women with
initiatives such as it program designed to help
black women engage in healthy sexual relationstups.
The proportion of new AIDS cases among
women rose from none in 1982 to a high of 24
percent in 2003. and was 21 percent in 2004 More
than 400 Kentucky women are hying with AIDS
and many others are HIV-positive Black women
are hardest-hit, with an AIDS fate 19 times higher
than white women.
Cntics say not enough has been done
Kentucky to prevent AIDS "You look at San
Francisco, New York," said Tina Haley. director of
HIV prevention and case management services at
Volunteers of Amenca of Kentucky. -they have a
lot of billboards, ei lot of programs. It's very pub."
The state has SI million for HIV prevention.
but plans to develop a state media campaign educating women about AIDS fell through. Johnson
said.
"We can do much better. and I think we're
going to be doing that in the near future." Johnson
said. "Unfonunatels. it's going to come down to
funding.-

School killings up slightly,
Jersey outbreak of
government study shows Central
E. coli leaves 15 sick
WASHINGTON (AP) — At
least 21 people were killed at
school during the 2004-05 academic year, a slight increase
from the year before, the government reported Sunday.
The study by the Bureau of
Justice Statistics does not
include data from fatal shootings in Wisconsin. Colorado and
Pennsylvania this fall. In'
Pennsylvania, five Amish girls
were killed in a one-room
schoolhouse by a milk truck
driver who then turned the gun
on himself.
Overall, fewer students
reported being the victims of
violent crime at school or
school-sponsored events in
2004-2005. the study by the
Justice Department agency
show. Additionally, school-age
children remain far more likely
to be assaulted, raped and
robbed off school grounds.
The study looked at violent
crime against students over several periods of time.
The 21 killings at schoolrelated events. between July
2004 and June 2005. targeted
victims between age 5 and 18,
said Katrina Baum, co-author of
the 2006 Indicators of School
Crime and Safety. Over the previous year, 19 people were
killed.
It was not immediately clear
whether all the victims were students. Still, the preliminary data
indicates that students were
about 50 times more likely in
the 2003-04 _school year to be
killed away from school than at
school, the report shows.
The number of deadly shootings has risen and fallen over the
past 15 years. Overall school
violence has shown a declining
trend, although it has increased
lately.
The study notes that four of
every 1.000 students in 2004
reported being the victim of violent crimes — compared with
six of every 1,000 in 2003.
Researchers polled students
between 12 and 18 for that part
of the survey, co-written by the
Department's
Education
National Center for Education
Statistics.
Younger studehts were found
to be more likely cnrrie victims
— including those injured by
bullies, the report showed. Last

year. 28 percent of students
polled said they had been bullied.
Also in 2005. 24 percent of
students questioned said that
gangs ‘k ere ri their s hools —

up 3 percent from 2003. The
rates of fights. dnnking alcoholic beverages, and weapons
found at schools remained at
2003 levels, the report noted.

TRENTON, N.J. tAP) — At least 15 people
were sickened, two senously. by an E. cob outbreak in central New Jersey over the past two
weeks, officials said.
"It's a significant outbreak and its a senous
disease." Middlesex County Director of Health

David Pape said Sunday.
Seven of the violas wore bull in arra hoop&
Swarikay wilt Two of Sas had oraolopad a onan maim calked Iroodydr enooric wpdroame
duo cao-poesimody dam.dor Warp.
Officials ware also mrveiesmoss bar Wm
cases of aospacsed E col iliticier
Two of the i,onfirored maim ,waue
while the others mostly range ra aye from 7 an 14.
Pap said All the inclitina came from ID,Mus in
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in% talgalyWN were gild
io hem omo how
and where the v k-tuns became ollectod Elena of
the 1 5 v K11111> ate at a Taro MI arowaraasin
South Plaintiekl that was voluntanly closed on
Thursday while the investigation continued.
Paps and an inspection of the restaurant law
week did not %boa any significant health code
s iolations Tests were hems performed on stool
samples man 21 restaurant etnpioyees
Officials, who were still looking tot a few usher
employees front the restarraint, hoped to liise
results late Sundas night Of Monday

Mother indicted for
manslaughter in child's hot
car death
A 'wither in
ULEkilrsiCiBt. KG. K) ( API
northeastern Kentucky has been indult-4 on a
manslaughter charge in the death of her son, who
died in • minivan outside his home in August
Iont Bather, 38. is also facing assaint ot cnm
*nal abuse after she wasIlkinditted Fnilay in
Fleming County. WKYT-TV in Lexington report
ed
Barber told police the I 112-year-old boy
Kideb Davis, and his 2 1/2-year-old sister. Rhenna
Davis. may have been in the van outside her
mobile home in Grange City for about six hours
But a state police detective testified during a hearing lass month that Kaki) Davis' body showed
signs of decomposition, suggesting he died the
Jay before. Kalcb was swapped in his car scat,
police said
Invesugators 'determined that the boy died of
hyperthernua. an unusually high hod', temperature
that could result in heatstroke Rnenna was nor
hurt.
Attorneys for Barber have said there was no.
evidence she left the kids in the car
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TEACHING TEENS: The Omega Outreach Group. teen
members of Christian Fellowship School in Marshall
Counly, sing and dance for youngsters gathered at the
Main Street Youth Center Saturday night as part of a program to teach teens and 'tweens' the basic concepts of
Christian faith and living.
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What Trey
wants ...
FRANKFORT - Within
days of officially 'certifying
the results of the November
general election last week.
Secretary of State Trey
Grayson went before a legislative committee with two
rock solid
ideas for
improving
the way
Kentuckians
cast their
ballots.
The only
question is
whether
lawmakers
go along
Agree Or with
Grayson's
Not
By Todd Duvall suggestions
when the
Syndicated
General
Columnist
Assembly
meets here
next month.
Probably the most popular
idea among voters and legislators is to guarantee a paper
trail for each ballot cast on
the state's new electronic
voting machines.
Grayson wants to use part
of the $15 million in federal
funds the state has to provide the new machines to
the state's 120 counties to
buy equipment to print out a
paper copy of each ballot
cast in a precinct. The cost
is about $1,000 per precinct.
The electronic voting
machines are an outgrowth
of the 2000 presidential election debacle in Florida,
where old punch-card ballots
were the focus of a weekslong legal tug-of-war
between eventual winner
President George W. Bush
and then-Vice President Al
Gore.
But without a capability
of double-checking vote
results with paper ballots,
there is no way to recanvass
a close contest or determine
whether there has been vote
fraud.
There also is the question
of whether the electronic
machines can be hacked into
successfully and vote totals
manipulated in favor of a
particular candidate or political party. Without paper ballots, there's no way of
knowing with certainty an
election has been fair.
Let's face it. Even the
most computer literate - and
that's hardly true of all Kentuckians - knows how vulnerable computers can be. ,
The spam loading up my email every day is proof of
that.
Another unfortunate fact
that must be faced also is
that hardly a primary or
general election passes in
Kentucky without allegations
of vote fraud in one or
more counties, usually
involving local races. If a
paper trail helps state and
federal investigators settle
those allegations, then that
alone is justification for
spending the money.

In the end, however, the
paper trail is necessary to
maintain voter confidence
that the vote totals are a
true reflection of voter semiment. If that confidence, falters because the electronic
machines are faulty or
manipulated, the barely -40
percent of Kentuckians who
bothered to vote last month
could drop drarnaticaily.
And that raises the second
solid idea proposed by
Grayson. He wants Kentuckians to be able to cast ballots before election day
itself.
Right now, without a
demonstrable need to be out
of town, Kentuckians can
vote only between 6 a.m.
and 6 p.m. election day.
That narrow window may
seem adequate, but consider
a working family with
school-age children, who
must be fed, dressed and
sent off to school before
mom and dad go off the
work. At the end of the day,
those same children must be
collected or transported to
soccer practice or ballet lessons. and finally provided
dinner.
When is there time for
both parents to go to the
polls? That's especially true
if those voters must stand in
line for a period of time to
cast their ballots.
In my own precinct in
South Frankfort last month,
there was an unusually long
line in the late afternoon. An
elderly voter was taking so
much time with the new
electronic machine - far
more than the 10-minute
limit - that those waiting
opted to use the old machine
instead of waiting.
Right now, 20 states allow
voters to cast ballots before
election day. In Oregon, ballots are mailed to voters
weeks before an election.*
It's nice to set Kentucky
lead the nation on television
with election returns, but it
is more important to give
more people the ability to
vote in elections. .
Of course. Gray,son's proposals didn't go over well
with some county clerks.
Fayette County Clerk Don
Blevins opposed both, contending early voters would
overwhelm clerks' offices and
ballot printers would be
liable to problems of their
own.
But a number of states
have adopted both the paper
trail and early voting without
evidence that they impose
undue hardship on the officials who oversee local elections.
Besides, if the General
Assembly gives the nod and
provides the financing. I
expect most county clerks
across the commonwealth
will be able to adapt.

AY

Todd Duvall is editorial
page editor for The State
Journal in Frankfort.
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Hero struggles with 'emotional roller coaster'
By SHARON COHEN
AP National Writer
Spc. Ashley Pullen wasn't
thinking about the dozens of
Iraqi insurgents who had just
ambushed the convoy. Or
their piles of guns and
wounded members of
security behind a 30-vehicle
grenades or the bullets ripPullen's company all surconvoy when the crackle of
ping through the air around
vived.
gunshots and the boom of
her.
The insurgents' arsenal.
rocket-propelled grenades
Her bloody comrade lay
according to a military
suddenly filled the air.
on the road south of Baghreport, included 35 AK-47s
Pullen's unit moved ahead
dad, and she had to help the to counterattack, flanking the
and machine guns, 16 rockgravely wounded soldier —
et-propelled grenades. 39
insurgents so they couldn't
fast.
hand grenades. 175 full ot
escape.
So she hustled as quickly
empty AK-47 magazines,
Pullen got out of her
as her short legs would
2,500 loose rounds — and a
.,Humvee and braced herself
carry her, ignoring the heat,
video camera with footage of
against the back of it. She
the ferocious battle and her
the ambush.
and other soldiers unleashed
heavy gear.
Pullen was awarded a
a torrent of gunfire and
She ran 100, 200, 300
Bronze Star with the V
grenades on 40 to 50 insurfeet — the length of a footdevice for valor. (Several
gents attacking from a nearball field.
other soldiers in the unit
by orchard.
It was March 20, 2005,
also were honored, including
She could see the enemy
the day Pullen, a member of clearly, armed with dozens
Sgt. Leigh Ann Hester, who
the Kentucky National
was given the Silver Star —
of AK-47s, machine guns
Guard's 617th Military Police and grenades. Pullen blasted
the first woman to receive
Company, became a hero. It
that award since World War
away with her M-4 rifle.
was the day that would earn
II — for her bravery. She
emptying a 30-round magathis daughter of small-town
killed at least three insurzine, then reloaded and
America a Bronze Star for
gents.)
opened fire again.
valor.
' In a recommendation for
"You don't have time to
Now, 21 months later.
Pullen's medal, her company
he scared.- she says. "You
Pullen is a casualty of war,
commander wrote: "Tremenjust have time to react. ...
struggling with invisible batdous dedication and focus.
The fear doesn't set in until
tle scars.
Credited with saving the life
later when you say, 'Oh my
Pullen is being treated for
of a team leader that day.
God, what happened?' ...
post-traumatic stress disorder,
When the bullets start flying, Incredible courage.the result of a year in Iraq
Pullen served seven more
you're saying OK, 1 want
marked by harrowing brushes to live through this' and you
months in Iraq, learning to
with danger and *ath
cope in a world where the
do everything you can to
tempered with d'prayers
threat of death was a daily
survive."
for survival.
fact of life.
Answering a radio call —
Pullen. now 22, doesn't
"You get up in the morn"Everybody's down! I need
go out much these days and
ing, you say your prayers
help- — Pullen backed up
she says her moods swing
and you hope to God that _
her Humvee part way, then
for no good reason.
you come hack that night,"
ran about 300 feet to a
"It's just an emotional
she says in her soft lilt.
gravely wounded sergeant.
roller coaster every day," she
"You kind of get numb ...
who was screaming and
says. "I have no other way
which Was my way of coprocking in agony.'(Pullen
to describe it. I can be a
ing. You just kind of shut
says she didn't pull her
perfectly happy, normal pereverything off and become a
truck next to him, fearing
son. Then five seconds later,
robet. Emotions.get you
that would create a bigger
I will be so mad that I
nowhere. They get you in
target for the insurgents.)
can't see straight.It's hard to come
trouble.
Dodging bullets, she
Pullen says she has a
dropped to her knees to help back and be normal."
hard time concentrating long
When she returned home
her comrade. "It hurts! It
enough to read a book. And
last fall to Edmonton, Ky.,
hurts!" he yelled. She got
she hasn't totally shaken
her mother, stepfather and
him out of his bloody vest,
some habits that made peruncle — all Desert Storm
lifted his shirt and saw a
fect sense in a war zone but
veterans — praised her as a
single slug had pierced his
don't translate. to the quiet
hero. Pullen doesn't buy it.
stomach through his back,
roads of south-central Ken"You got to do what you
leaving a hole the size of a
tucky.
got to do," she says. "I didquarter.
Sometimes when she
n't have a choice in the
Pullen tried to bandage
drives, she says, her husmatter. If you see an acciand calm him.
band, Daniel. notices she's
dent on the road, you're
"Think of green grass and
veering too close to the centrees and home," she said. , going to stop and make sure
ter line — something she
everything is OK. ... It's my
'Think about your little boy.
did in Iraq to try to avoid
Think about ANYTHING but job."
roadside bombs.
Bnt Pullen also says the
here." Pullen was herself
"Baby," he gently warns
thinking of the first blush of emotional strain of doing her
her, "hell000 ..."
job began wearing on her
spring at her Kentucky
Pullen says she once was
while she still was in Iraq.
home. "I don't know if that
always smiling, always
comforted him, but it worked She had nightmares that
happy.
zombies and Iraqis were
for me."
Then came the war. And
As she was tending to the coming after her.
everything changed.
She noticed her own drasergeant, a medic from her
Pullen, who joined the
matic personality transformacompany fired a shoulderGuard at age 17 to help pay
tion — from easygoing to
held rocket launcher at a
for college, didn't want a
"this huge, flaming hall of
sniper's nest. "Back blast
desk job. She chose the mil- clear!" he shouted, a warning anger.- She says she tries to
itary police. feeling it better
rein in her emotions around
to stay far away. But Pullen
suited someone who "likes to was close enough to touch
her three younger sisters and
he to be in the middle of
two younger brothers. "It's
his leg.
everything.- In Iraq. she
hard for me to explain .to
She blanketed her body
found herself in the thick of
them. 'It's not your fault I'm
— all 5-foot-2 — over the
explosions, gunfire and mormad," she says. 'They try
wounded sergeant to protect
tar attacks.
to understand."
him. The blast knocked her
The ambush that turned
Her father does, too. "He
on her backside.
her into a hero started on a
When it was over, at least says just forget it," she
steamy March morning just
explains. "I say, 'Dad. you
26 insurgents were dead and
outside Baghdad. Here's how
can't forget it. You just have
six were wounded. Three
Pullen remembers it:
to learn to live with it.' ...
civilians in the convoy also
She was driving one of
He doesn't want this to
were killed. The three
three Humvees providing

Women in war
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Kentucky National Guard
solider Ashley Pullen shows
off her Bronze Star citation at
her home in Beaumont, Ky.
Pullen was awarded the
Bronze Star for helping a
wounded soldier during an
insurgent attack while she
was stationed in Iraq last
year.
haunt me and hold me back
the rest of my life -- being
just 22 years old."
Pullen says even now, she
doesn't go out alone. When
she's on the road, familiar
sights like overpasses can he
frightening because they
remind her of where the
enemy lurked.
Pullen leans heavily on
her husband. They've been
sweethearts since they met at
an after-school program at
age IS.
"God bles my husband,
he tries,- she says. "I know
it puts him through hell."
There are days, she says,
when she calls him at work
and says: "I need you here
Como home.' I am just
bursting out in tears for no
reason. ...I need that lifeline."
Daniel says he had his
own anxiety attacks when his
wife was in Iraq. When she
called, he says. "You always
had the worry — this may
he the last time I ever talk
to her. What should I say?..
Pullen has been seeing a
psychiatrist twice a month.
At each visit, the doctor
talks to her, then turns to
Daniel. "How is she doing?' tr
the -doctor asks.
"He can pick up on
things I don't notice.- Ashley Pullen says.
Daniel says sometimes the
smallest gestures in the
morning — a goofy grin or
a silence — indicate whether
it'll be a good or had day
for his wife.
The two are preparing for
the birth of their first child
— a son — who is due this
month
Meanwhile, Pullen stays
close to home with family.
far from the world that
caused her 50 much emotional nnenoil. '1 don't watch
the news," she says, "I don't
want to hear about it. I
don't want to see it. I don't
even like the word Iraq,"
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Obituaries
Wills &icy
Willis Bucy, 96, Murray, died today, Monday, Dec. 4, 2006, at
-1 40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill
uneral Home is in charge ot arrangements

Curtis Men Wolk
(urns Allen Wolfe, 19, Bethel Road, Murray. died Saturday. Des
2. 2005, at 7:35 p.m. at his home.
A 2005 graduate of Calloway. County High School, he was a
member of Bethel United Methodist Church.
He was born Jan. 31, 1987. in Murray. Preceding him in death
were his grandfather. Charles Dale Bynum and his grandmother.
Eva Lee Bynum.
Survivors include his parents. Rodger and Carol Bynum Wolfe,
one sister. Ashley Wolfe, one brother. Justin Wolfe, grandmother.
Mrs. Margaret Delores Rose, one aunt, Karen Eldridge and husband.
Mike, one uncle, Steve Bynum, and two cousins, Michael Eldridge
and wife. Amber, and Kristin Heriges and husband, Tun, all of
Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from noon to 2 p.m.
Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to your favorite
charity in memory of Curtis Wolfe.
,.•

James Wesley Taylor
James Wesley Taylor, 81. Fourth Street, Hardin, died Fnday, Dec.
I , 2006, at 10:43 p.m. at his home.
A retired truck driver, he was a member of
Lighthouse Baptist Church. An Army veteran of the
European/African Theater area of World War II, he
was the recipient of the Purple Heart. He was a member of Disabled American Veterans.
Preceding him in death were one son, Ronnie
Taylor. and three brothers, Bill Taylor. Shields Taylor and Bob
Taylor. He was the son of the late Harley Taylor and Bertha
Castleberry Taylor.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Ruth Ann Darnall Taylor; three
daughters, Mrs. Paulette Lovett and Mrs. Shirley Clark, both of
Benton, and Mrs. Susan Graff, Redford, Mich.; two stepsons, Tom
Beach. Tennessee. and David Beach, Finton, Mich.; two sisters,
Mrs. Helen Fnck. Boaz, and Mrs. Susie Body, Benton; two brothers.
Jody Taylor and Delbert Taylor, both of Benton: 14 grandchildren;
10 great-grandchildren. _/.......
The funeral will be today (Monday) at I p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Frank Queen and Rev. Joe D.
Thorn will officiate. Burial will follow in the Pace Cemetery at
Hardin. Visitation is now at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855 Jackson St.,
.
Ky., 42003.
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Vernon Dale Colson
Vernon Dare Colson. 57. West First Street. Benton, died Friday,
Dec. I, 2006, at 12:50 p.m. at his home.
A truck driver for many years, he was a member of New Harmony Baptist Church and a lifetime member of the NRA and the North
American Hunters Club.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Curt
C. Colson and Sarah Kathleen Crotzer Colson.
and one half sister. Mable Hamlin.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ada May
Riley Colson, to whom he had been marned for
40 years: one daughter, Mrs. Tia Colson Collins
Colson
and husband, Shannon. Benton; one son,
Rodney Dale Colson, West Chester. Pa.; one sister, Mrs. Barbara Horner Walker, W.Va.: one brother, Kenneth
(Bubba) Colson, Palma; two grandchildren, Cody Dale Collins and
Chaney Rea Collins, both of Benton; several nieces, nephews, sisters-in-law and brothers-in-law.
The funeral was today (Monday) at Ii a.m. in the chapel of
('oilier Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. C.C. Brasher officiated. Burial
was in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson St., Paducah. Ky., 42003.

Raymond G. Carlisle
The funeral tor Raymond G. Carlisle was Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Barry Robertson officiated.
Pallbearers were Kenneth Galloway, Bobby
Galloway, Ronnie Galloway, Teddy Clapp, Greg
1M Boyd and David Green Carlisle. Burial was in the
Macedonia Church of Christ Cemetery.
Mr. Carlisle, 57, Mayfield, died Thursday, Nov.
30, 2006, at 1:30 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical
Center, Maxfield.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was of Methodist faith
and a retired supervisor of Ingersoll-Rand.
Preceding him in death were his father. Robert C. Carlisle, and
one sister, Katherine Pearl Welch.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Cassandra Frizzell Carlisle; one
son, Trad Carlisle. Lexington; his mother. Mrs. Margaret Welch.
Murray; three stepdaughters, Shelby Long. Bailey Long and Sydney
Long, all of the Dublin community; two sisters, Mrs. Karen Pami,
Bell City, and Mrs. Iris Dillon. Marshall County.

SWART

Mrs. Rona L Coyle VawNwlingas
Mrs. Reva L. Coyle VanHarhngen, 84, South Bend, Int, died
Friday, Dec. I, 2006, at Sunrise Home. Mishawaka, lad.
Born Dec. 27, 1921, in Calloway County. Ky.. she was the daughter of the late RoDetinie Thompson and George Thomas Houssien
She retired as a licensed practical nurse from Si Vincent
Hospital. Indianapolis. Ind. She was a member of Woodlawn
Cumberland Presbytenan Church while living in Paducah, Ky. and
attended Clay United Methodist Church while living in South Bend
Beside her parents, she was preceded in death by her first husband. Albert Frank Coyle; her second husband and. John S.
VanHarlingen; one son, Albert Frank Coyle Jr.; four sasters, Ola Mae
Houser Potts, Lola Gray Watkins. Avis Reid and Eupal Housclen;
three brothers, Curtis, Harry and Willie Housckn.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Resa Mane Moody and
husband. DeWitt, South Bend, and Mrs. Peggy Cope and Dallas
Thorne, Calvert City, Ky.; two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Holder and husband, William, Mooresville, Ind..'and Mrs. Sue Clumpy and husband, Earl. Paducah; six grandchildren; II great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be today (Monday) in the Lone Oak Chapel of
Milner & Orr Funeral Home. Res, Earl Dickerson will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Concord United
Methodist Church Minivan Fund, 5178 Hinkleville Road, Paducah,
Ky., 42001; Alzheimers Association. 922 E. Colfax Ave., South
Bend. Ind.. 46617; or Center for Hospice, Ill Sunnybrook Ct.,
South Bend, Ind.. 46637-3437. Tributes may he left online at
www.milnerandorr.com

Billy G. Howard
The funeral for Billy G. Howard was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield. Mike Tucker and John
Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Allen Overby, Arlie Cnnendon.
s
'
Ted Allen Howard, Jerry Howard. Johnny Howard
and Joe Hargrove. Burial was in the Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Howard, 80. Murray, died Friday. Dec. I.
2006, at 7:20 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a retired over the road
truck driver and a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Murray.
Preceding him in death were one sister, Zane Howard Sanders.
and his parents, John William.and Alyne Golden Howard.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wyona Arnett Howard; two
daughters, Mrs. Suzanne Wilkerson and husband. Kenneth. Orlando.
Fla., and Mrs. Martha Hodges. Murray; two brothers. Sam Howard,
Mayfield, and Ted Howard. Murray.

Illix

Paid Obituaries
Neal Patterson
The funeral for Neal Patterson will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Joe Pat Winchester and
Steve Littlefield will officiate. Burial will follow in the Belcher
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from II a.m.
to 1 p.m. Tuesday. Expressions of sympathy may be
made to Angels Community Clinic, 1005 Poplar St..
Murray, Ky., 42071,
Mr. Patterson, 67, Driftwood Drive. Murray. died
Monday. Nov. 27, 2006, at 2:35 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a member of
Murray Memorial Golf Course. He received his bachelor of science
in business administration from Austin Peay State University and
retired as systems analyst in the computer center at Murray State
University after 24 years of service.
Born March 5, 1939 in Trenton, he was the son of the late Hiram
Clem Patterson and Reba Laverne O'Neal Patterson. One sister.
Martha Patterson Hannigan, also preceded him in death. Survivors
include many close friends.

Mrs. Iva Nell Watdrop
A graveside service for Mrs. Iva Nell Waldrop was Sunday at 2
p.m. at the Story's Chapel Cemetery. Rev. James Lawson and Rev.
William Dodson officiated.
Pallbearers were Jason Rudolph, John Rudolph. Michael Keel.
Greg Boyd, John Boyd and Kim Wilson, active; Kenny Bridges.
Jamie Hughes, Joe Kemp, Elmo Thornton. Gillard Ross, Danny
Watkins and Bob Ray. honorary. J.H. Churchill Fuheral Home was
in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Waldrop. 88, Edge Hill Trail. Hazel. died Thursday. Nov.
30. 2006, at 3:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A homemaker, she was a member of Mt. Pleasant Presbyterian
Church.
One daughter, Jan Rudolph; two sisters, Martha B. Venable and
Isabela Edwards; and one brother, Enoch Wilson, all preceded her in
death. Born April IS. 1118, in Graves County, she was the daughter
of the late Joe Ben Wilson and Lillie Swan Wilson.
Survivors include her husband, J.D. Waldrop; one son, David
Waldrop and wife. Sondra. Hazel; two sisters. Mrs. Sue Boyd and
husband. Nelson. Mayfield, and Mrs. Oval Day Motheral,
Minnesota; one brother. Gerald Wilson and wife, Lucy. Mayfield;
five grandchildren: 15 great-grandchildren.
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Hundreds of thousands
lose heat, power during
Missouri snow storm
ST. LOUIS (Al') — TWA it114 cried flights, highways clogged
Jean Cooper and her family by abandoned vehicles and
escaped their frigid suburban stalled trains
The storm disrupted Amtrak
home for the warmth of an urban
Red Cross center after roads train service between Chicago
were cleared of ice, downed and St. Louis. hut most ot those
power lines and broken tree lines were expected to he up and
limbs left by a devastating running on Monday. the compa
ny said in a release
Midwest ice and snow storm.
At the peak of the outages
Joining her were three young
grandchildren. -They know this Friday, 510.000 customers of St.
is not home. They know this is a Louis-based Ameren Corp. had
disaster,- Cooper said Sunday as no electricity in a roughly '.00.
she cradled her sleeping 5- mile swath from Jackson. Mn,.
month-old granddaughter in her northeast to Pontiac. Ill.. paralleling the track LA the MOM
arms.
Four more deaths in Missouri Spokesworiian Susan Gallagher
pushed the death toll to 19 on said that about 200,000 cusSunday as hundreds of thou- tomers in Missouri and about
sands waited another day for 150.000 ui ventral and althorn
electricity to he restored. Illinois were still without power
afternixm
Trees
Missouri National Guardsmen Sunday
knocked on doors to make sure throughout the region were
glazed with a thick coat or we
people were safe.
Temperatures across much of that reflected the sunlight and
the region were predicted to also snapped tree limbs, hong
hover in the teens and 20s on mg power lines down with them
-It's slow,- said rep.4117T1411
Monday while wind chills
shoUld make it feel even colder. Benue kuty. after completing a
slowing down cleanup efforts. rob in south St. Louis -The
according to the National tools are freezing somewhat.
and nothing wants to work
Weather Service.
The storm spread ice and
The latest deaths were two
deep snow from Texas to
Michigan and then blew through men. ages 37 and 35, who died
the Northeast late Friday. and alter they tried to burn coal in a
early Saturday. Thousands of Looking wok to stay warm
travelers were stranded by can-
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A Sumpter Utilities power crew,from South Carding,is Shown
through ice covered downed trees as they work ID restores
power to homes in East St Louis. III_ Sunday. Olhaals at
Ameren have indicated that 382,000 CuSlomers in Minces and
Missoun are without efectncal power from a winter storm that
hit both Missoun and Illinois last week.
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Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association to meet

Mesetheeaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regular
bridge play last Wednesday at the club.
Winners were Shirley Wade. first place, and Jo Anne Auer,
second place.
Lou Ann Philpot served as hostess.
Bridge will be played Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. with Cynthia Darnall as hostess. To sign up. call Darnall at 759-3484.

lo's
Datebook

Dwight Moody

Former Murrayan will have
book reading and signing
GEORGETOWN. Ky. — Dr.
Dwight A. Moody, dean of the
chapel at Georgetown College,
will read from his new book,
"On the Other Side of Oddville," on Wednesday at 6:30
p.m. in the chapel at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Moody will sign books in
the -ifietEome Center of the
church beginning at 5 p.m. and
again after 7:15 p.m. He will
speak about the book and read
from the book at 6:30 p.m. in
the church chapel.
The book, published earlier
this year by Mercer University Press, features Moody's writings on religion and American
life. The an work of his son,
Ike Moody, is used throughout the book.
Moody grew up in Murray
as part of the Murray High
School class of 1968. He went

Photo provided

RELAY FOR LIFE: The Murtay Bank, in support of Relay
for Life, is offering a chance to win two fifth row tickets to
see :Dancing With The Stars" live at the Gaylord
Entertainment Center, Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 21. A person
may make a $5 donation to Relay for Life at either office of
The Murray Bank and your name will be entered into the
drawing with the winner to be announced Jan. 12. For
more information, cont'act Anne-Marie Dunlap, pictured,
Relay for Life team captain. at 753-5626.

on to graduate from Georgetown College and earn a Ph.D.
in systematic theology. Prior
to joining the faculty of the
college, he was pastor of
churches in Indiana, Pennsylvania and Owensboro. Ky.
Several of the stories and
commentaries in the book are
set in Calloway County. Among
them are "A Bible, A Guitar,
and a Two Pound Coffee Can"
and "Kentucky Style Communion of Saints." All were written as newspaper columns and
some were published in the
Murray Ledger ct Times.
. The first printing of the
book is almost sold out and a
second printing is underway.
The book has been nominated
for the Kentucky Literary Award
for Non-Fiction. Books will be
available for purchase at $20
each on Wednesday.

Oratorical contest sponsored by American Legion Post
American Legion Post if73

sponsored an oratorical contest
for local high school students.
Participants were required to
present a prepared 8-10 minute
speech about the responsibilities of citizens to the government and country designated
in the United States Constitution. Each participant was then
required to give an extemporaneous 3-5 minute talk about
the 26th Amendment which
designates 18 years of age as
the legal voting age.
The contest - participants
included Aaron Clayton, Ashley Winkler and Danielle Pritchett of Calloway County High
and Ashanti Wilson, Katie
DeCillo and Sarah Doran of
Murray High.
Judges of the contest were
Mayor Tom Rushing, JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins, Chamber Director Tab Brockman,
13B&T Vice-President Heidi
Schultz and Regions Bank VicePresident Sally Hopkins.
The contest was scored very
close by the panel of judges.
The winner is Sarah Doran.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
The Chnsunas season is in the air. We have
finally niu.shed demoting and now we re rL
mg and enrying this special time of the .
We enjoyed Ethel reading (Instmas Oen,'
us by the fireplace while we sipped our
chocolile and cider We also shared our kon
yeas/ Chrotrno memories
We ended our week with t‘ir annual emplover
Settlenw—
Chnstinai parts al Patti's
Jerilyn Colson was nuned OM 20)6 Egifil
171.91” unique quail; h •
the Year Jerilyn has
that she tongs ii Hickors Woods On seseral
occasions she made us laugh in her cloys-, •
while nchng o in our golf cart She not ..
takes really good care of All residents bei she
care, for Mr birds in our as lin She
a nem
rat green rhurnh and cares fry all of wir mans
flowers outside She does chopping for many ot
die residents who don't really like to shop and
shenakes every effort to get everything an their
list pot natal She keens a positive anihdle Ind is
aiwass willing to pitch in and help he
and staff whatever Was she s•an The
air putv no ails was lenhai winn.
and penes hut onus checks
empioyees for perfect attendance. Wets and
"tors of ler= A special thank ym goes IC
Angie and Shona for eroding while die rem of
us emoyed the Mehl Hickory Woods peso
asset is its employees h is so difficult to chow
pro oat employee of the year became they are
all mimesof6e yaw to me. Hickory Wales
a Its* and cuing MOW become cuts
tog and oongiononilt MIL It's notion a iot
iema minim to ire the beet service to our
ressiting NWcCd he. beset place to call
home thoewith pm* who love and care Ism
yott ticking Inane nay not he home tat i's
the nest beg lit

•

Vernier elm 1046 se feels Me Mew
bat We come doe
ne lleterr+aek Rd • Murray, Ky
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Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Election of board members will be elected for the coming year. For more information call Jeremy Stom, chair. at 7591989, Tim Cunningham at 753-4619 or
Gwenda Wilhelm at 759-1765, members of
the nominating committee, or visit the website at www.beecreek.org.

By Jo Burkeen Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a standard size refrigCommunity
erator and a twin bed with mattress and box
Editor
springs for a mother of four children has
been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center.
Anyone having any of these to donate call 762-7333.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464.
east of Almo, according to William Dixon, master.

East Council will meet

East Elementary School Based Decision Council will meet
Tuesday at 5 p.m. at Tom's Grille. Murray.

Kappa Department will meet

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet for
a Christmas party Tuesday at 6130 p.m. Hostesses will be
Dorinda Craig, Jamie Helton. Martha Roberts, Danette Jones,
Kela Craig, Cathy Pigg. Jane Bright and Carita Boggess.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet '
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Al-Anon meeting is .Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909..

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

Ceramics Sale scheduled
Murray State University Ceramics Sale will be held Wednesday and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the rocking chill::
lounge of MSU Curris Center. Proceeds from the sale will go
to make extra money for visiting artists and for students to
attend the national meeting in Louisville in 2007.
Photo provided

Pictured are the participants and judges in the American Legion Post #73 oratorical contest for
high school students. Below is a release regarding our Post #73 oratorical contest. The
attached picture shows all of the participants and judges. American Legion Post sponsors oratoncal contest for high school students
She has won $300 from Amer- man, said that the participants port of our community in their
ican Legion Post 173 and will were outstanding in their pre- efforts," he says. "We really
advance to district competition sentations and he hopes to have feel that our Post #13 winner,
in February with the opportu- more people to watch future Sarah Doran. has a chance to
nity to advance to competi- competitions. "These kids were advance very deep into the
tions to compete for scholar- amazing in their interpretations stages of this competition and
ships of as much as $18,000. of our responsibilities as citi- are very proud to sponsor her."
Mark Kennedy. contest chair- zens and they deserve the sup-

Price selected to serve at state events
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Dr.
Matthew E. Price was recento
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC.7
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT 8 SUN ONLY

moviesinmurray.com
Happy Feet
i'G - 6'.55 - 9:10
Van Wilder 2: Rise Of Tsj
R - 7:35 - 9:50
Casino Royale
PG13 - 6:50 - 9:45

ly selected as vice chairman.
Kentucky Section, of the Amerof
College
ican
Obstetricians/Gynecologists Junior Fellows for 2006-2007.
During this time, Price will
represent Junior Fellows from
the state of Kentucky during
state ACOG events.
He was introduced during
the annual District V ACOG
meeting held this year at the
Marriott Hotel and Convention
Center, Louisville.
In 2007-2008. Price will
serve as chairman- of the Kentucky Section of ACOG, Junior
Fellows.
Price isocurrently a resident
in obstetrics and gynecology
at the University of Louisville

SUBSCRIBE

The Nativity Story
PG - 7:10 - 9:25

Affiliated Hospitals.
He is' the son of Richard
and Rita Price of Murray.

Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both .
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129

Masonic Lodge will meet tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at 7:30 at the Masonic Hall on Ky. 121 North
and Robertson Road North.

Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet tonight
at 6 at the No. I fire station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue on East Sycamore Street, Murray.

MWC Board will meet
The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight at 6 p.m. (note earlier time) at the club house. Those
attending are asked to bring a wrapped donated gift for'a child
and also departmental donations of white socks and books for:
the veterans hospital.

Health Express lists stops
Matthew E. Price

Its ifs silica:

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles as well as blood pressure, blood sugar,
vision/glaucoma and osteopoposis and pulse checks today from
12:30 to 3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot, Murray, on Tuesday from 9
to 11 a.m. Wingo Town Square and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Burton's Gas Station at Lynnville.

Hazel Lodge plans event

eh.gimes Lucy .110rriN
1:21m,

Murray Elementary School based Decision Making Council:
will meet today at 3 in the guidance office of the school. All:
interested persons are urged to attend.

Fire Protection District will meet

MIL

•

MES Council will meet

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tonight at 7
at the district office at 351 Alm'Rd., Almo.

)
Hair& Nails

The Santa Clause 3
CT - 7:20 - 9:20

Girl Scout Service Unit will meet tonight at 6:30 at the
Murray school board office. Girl Scout cookie training will be
held. For more information call Cheryl Hicks at 753-6016.

Dexter-Almo meeting tonight

Deck The Halls
PG - 7:25 - 9:30
Deja Vu
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:35

Girl Scout Service Unit will meet

7,34 tat

•

Hazel Woodmen of World Lodge 138 will have its catered:
family night on Dec. 9 at 6 p.m. at Harmon Hall, M urray.
Members may bring desserts. Santa Claus will make an appearance. Members are asked to call with the number of adults:
and children attending to the area manager office, 753-4377,
or Tom Jones at 492-8662 by today.
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Organizations team up to count Kentucky's horses
While the
often-raised question.'How many
horses are there in
Kentucky?' is a •
simple one, the
'answer isn't
straightforward.
The answer
depends on who
you ask and how
the count is done.
"
itirtittte
By Todd Powell What is known is
that many horses
County
never get counted
Extension
by the Census of
Agent for
Agriculture
Agnculture/
because they are
Natural
not on property
Resources
classified as a
"farm".

Figuring out how many horses live
in Kentucky isn't just an exercise in
counting. Its important. If we don't
kiwis how many horses are in
Kentucky and where they live and
what activities people use them for.
we can't do a lot of things. For example, we can't estimate the economic
importance of horses. We also can't
argue for the need for riding trails or
performance arenas if we can't say
how many hqrkes are involved in these
activities. That means that determining
just how many,horses are in Kentucky
is important to every horse owner.
"In Kentucky, Horses Count!' is a
collaborative effort of the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Sets ice, the Kentucky Horse Council
(KHC)and the Kentucky Equine
Education Project(KEEP)as well as

many horse associations throughout
Kentucky.
These groups are sorting together
to try and contact every person who
has a horse in Kentucky so they can
answer the short survey. For this to be
successful. eseryone needs to help. If
you have neighbors who have horses,
ask them if they have completed this
survey, and maybe even help them fill
it out!
'This is one of the most important
undertakings for the entire horse
industry that our organizations can
do.' said Gene Clabcs, KEEPs Interim
Executive Director. "It is so important
to Kentucky's horse industry and to
Kentucky for a number of reasons
"First getting an accurate count
helps Kentucky maintain its status as
the "Horse Capital of the World '

Equally imporUsat. knowing how many
horses there are in Kentucky helps UN
,onvinCe policy makers, businesses
and non-horse residents in this state
Just how important horses are for
Kentucky's economy,' he said
You can get a copy of the 'In
Kentucky. Horses Cow" survey in
several ways. Surveys are available
online at www.ca.uky.edu/egwne or
ww S horseswork.com . Or you can
stop by the Calloway County
Extension office to pick up a copy or
turn in a completed survey If you
belong to a Kentucky Horse association you can also get a copy.from that
association. Finally, you can ‘ontact
Dr. Lon Garkovich, sun ey oordinator and professor at the University of
Kentucky and get a copy from her. She
can be reached at Lori Garkovich, 500

State's tobacco farmers can start
managing disease for 2007 crop now
Special to the Ledger

disease problems in the float bed
LEXINGTON, Ky. — With and with black shank in the
nearly all the 2006 Kentucky field."
tobacco crop in the barn, growSeebold said the first thing
ers are now focusing on getting that comes to mind with disease
the crop processed and to mar- management is sanitation. Many
ket. However, even with their diseases in the float bed system
hands full over the next few and in the field survive between
seeks, growers need to start seasons on equipment and plant
thinking about getting a head residues, he warned.
'tart on disease management for
-Growers should clean and
••,ext year's crop.
sanitize transplant houses and
University of Kentucky outdoor beds now to cut down
College of Agriculture Plant on overwintering populations of
Pathologist Kenny Seebold said pathogens." he said. "Remove
.'1106 was a rough year in terms and burn or bury old plant debris
q heavy rains and a sizeable anti trash from -structures, and
.,lue mold outbreak, problems make sure to carefully clean and
hich could carry over to next sanitize transplant trays."
ear without proper planning.
Tobacco growers also can
"It's hard to say what next take steps toprepare fields,,
ear's biggest problem will be." especially where black shank
he said. "But growers can take was present. Seebold recomsome steps now that will go a mends turning in all debns as
long way toward minimizing quickly as possible after harvest.

"Keep in mind that the black
shank pathogen can survive
very well on tobacco stalks." he
said. "If you leave stalks in the
field, you're just setting up the
perfect environment for future
disease outbreaks and more
problems down the road. If
growers plow under crop
residues now, you'll have more
time for soil microbes to break
down plant matter, and that will
have a great impact on reducing
the pathogens' survival over the
winter."
,Another thing for growers to
think about between tobacco
crops is rotation. Seebold
believes there is no better way to
manage diseases such as black
shank than to rotate with nonrelated crops that are do not act
as hosts for the disease.
"In general two- to three-year
rotations away from tobacco

and related crops like tomato
have the greatest impact on soilborne diseases," he said. -But
even one-year rotations can dramatically cut down on disease.
Even though we are many
months from planting, growers
really need to start the planning
process, make field choice decisions and decide on potential
rotation crops."
Seebold emphasized that successful management of 2007
diseases begins with careful
planning at the end of the 2006
season.
"It seems like a long time off.
but planting time will be here
before you know it," he stressed.
-Take time now to build a strong
foundation for a successful disease management program in
your tobacco crop."

Ciampi) Bldg.. University of
Kentucky, LAILINgion. KY 40546-0215,
to( at 01591 257-75111 or learkostduky
edu
The sarvey process will be is place
until Jan. 30 Getting everyone to permimic is as imports* asp is tensits &at Keeducky horse owners. nilaid bleeders can be found m
many places acmes Kentucky and
make a difference every day m our
Commonwealth's- economy Whet we
will learn from Ibis survey will be
vital to every aspect of Keetucky's
horse industry, from animal health
ISSUCS 60 000110111K
numbers
each county
This is something that has been
lat king and nos it's the time tot your
horse to stand up and he counted

Cost-share program
helps burley farmers
with infrastructure
ELIZABETHTOWN. Ky 1AP) — While the state's burley
production is about a third of what it was 10 years ago, some
farmers haven't been able or inclined to maintain their tools ot
the trade to meet market demand.
For instance, deteriorating tobacco barns are more lack
serving AS a home for a bass boat. Of land owners are hesitant to
keep them in good condition or rent them out
To help remedy the problem, Danny McKinney. thief executive officer of Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association. and Philip Moms USA for the first time have instituted cost-share programs to help farmers pay for things like
barns, transplanters and greenhouses
•
Philip Morris is offenng its contract growers the infrastructure incentives
ranging from S500 for a trailer to %I0,(00 tot
a harvesting system Philip Moms buys about 84) percent of its
tobacco from U S growers. said spokesman Bill Phelps
The market in Kentucky has the potential for growth. he said
His company tripled monetarv incentives for growers in
March after farmers were less than enthusiastic about earlier
bonuses.
Production is up 4 percent this year to 73.000 acres, said Will
Snell. an agricultural economist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture Too few workers and intrastruature are the two biggest factors limiting growth, he said
•
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MS 170 Chain Saw

irth

Easy to use, well-balanced
homeowner trimmer.
Lightweight and fast cutting!
Can use trimmer line or a
ST1HL PolyCutT" head.

This lightweight saw is designed for occasional
wood-cutting tasks around the home.

See your local dealer for a full line of STIR chain saws
See your local dealer for a
full line of SIM trimmers

Makes cleanup work much easier Optional
vacuum and gutter kit ottechments availabfie
See yew local dealer for

III
it
iii

Exclusively at Authorized STIHL Dealers

Murray

Ar

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street
270-753-2571

full line el ST1Ht blowers
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MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

CALLLOWAY CO. 62, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL NASHVILLE 37

Racers return
; home to face
Anderson
lay

MSU Media Relations
After traveling in the neightsorhood of 1,500 miles last
week to Chicago, Ill., and
Knoxville, Tenn., the Murray
State Racers return home to
ihe Regional Special Events
Venter to take on the Anderpp University Ravens tonight
k 7:30.
; The Racers (2-6) are trying
ki get on track after losing
inth games on the trip. Last
t
!desday, MSU failed to hold
late lead at Illinois-Chicago
lost 74-68 before falling
it Tennessee 89-64 on Friday
Sight.
: Murray State enters today's
action with a 13 game home
winning streak, which is tied
arith Alabama-Birmingham for
Ihr Ilth best streak in the nation.
Anderson, from Anderson.
bid.. is a member of NCAA
Division III and plays in the
Heartland Conference.
: • The Ravens come into the
Contest with a record of 3-2
after a 62-60 loss to Defiance
College. Anderson had a chance
Id tie the game, but Vynsynt
Vann's last-second jumper fell
abort as time expird. Tyler
btotler led the Ravens with 14
ixiints off the bench.
- • The Racers are playing at
borne for the first time since
14ring a 53-50 win over Eastem Illinois in their Ohio Valez Conference opener on Nov

l

Racers vs. Anderson
When: Tonight. 7 30
Where: RSEC
Sense: First nweeng
Records: MSU (2-6).
Anderson (3-2)

comfits:
Kennedy (2-6. 1st season et MSU),
Tom Styder (3-2. let season sit
Anderson)
Radler: Racer Radio Nohow* IFroggy
103 7 FM) Neal Biadle S Nathan
Higdon

Murray is 100-15 at the
RSEC in its ninth season in
the building and have a 13-game
home winning streak. The Racers' streak began Dec. 28. 2005.
with a win over Rice. MSU's
longest home winning streak
of 45 closed out Racer Arena
and opened the RSEC.
Starting with an 84-45 win
over Belmont in 1996, the Racers won their final 28 games
in Racer Arena and their first
17 at the RSEC. When the streak
ended with a loss to Southeast Missouri in 2000. it was
the longest in the nation.
SCORING RLSTORY: The
Racers have had two games
this season in which their high
scorer made it to 20 points.
In the season opener on Nov.
10, Tyler Holloway hit San
Diego State for 27. Bruce Carter
scored 20 against Belhaven Nov.
16. The, last MSU player to
reach 30 points was Shawn
Witherspoon's 33 against Morehead State (1-6-05).

XENNESSEE 20,INDIANAPOLIS 17

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger a Times

County senior guard Enc Berbench makes one of his four steals against University School's Scott Sprint2
night at Jetrey Gymnasium

By MICHAEL DANN
Staff Writer
One of the benefits Terry Birdsong has
had is the ability to reload instead of
rebuild at Calloway County High School.
Yet, one of the biggest questions surrounding the Laker basketball team entering the 2006-07 campaign was how Birdsong was going to replace_a_long-time
fixture of the program. Chase Futrell.
Futrell was a five-year player and fouryear starter for Calloway — a player that
possessed uncanny ball-handling ability
and graced the Lakers with big-game
experience.
But if Eric Berberich's play on Saturday night was an indication of things to
come, then this season should be smooth
sailing for the Lakers.
The 5-foot-8 senior guard scored a gamehigh 20 points, including four rebounds
four forced turnovers, in a 62-37 victory
over University School of Nashville, Tenn.,
at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The win moved
\Calloway to 2-0 on the season.

07
10
06
14 -- 37
University Sctloo,
17
18
13 14 — 62
Cillowity County
14
Fishet
(3-3)
—
Coleman
8 Gold
Univers/1y School
4. Doochin 3 never 3. Scrwitz 2 Sprint: 2 Roes Byrd
Hassenteid McCathren Stamen
FG: 12-48 3-point FG: 4-22(Fish* 2 Gott Konen re
8-15 Rebounds 24 Fouls 8
Calloway (2-0) — Berberich 29 Perry 12 Adams 9
Loathes 7 Miler 4 T WSW 4 Groom 2 Tindal 2
Clo6tioni-2. 0 Wien. Garver, Solomon. Anderson
tilumpus, Kelly
PG: 2T-67 S-polnt FG: 7-20 65erbench 4 Adorns 2.
FT: ¶9 Rebounds 3a Fouts 15

Eterbench was 8-of-13 from the field,
including 4-of-9 from 3-point range. He
also scored the game's first eight points
on a pair of triples and a tear drop floater
in the lane.
Berberich, who admitted the loss of
Futrell was big, defined himself as a passfirst, shoot-second player. But he did give
an honest explanation for his 20 points.
"I was shooting when I was open." he
said.
A lot of Lakers were open on Saturday night. as nine players found themselves in the scoring column. Calloway

held Unisersit) Shoo( 1.3-31 to 2..) percent shooting on I2-of-48 from the field
and out-rebounded the Tigers 39 to 24
Birdsong welcomed the emergence of
Berberich. who helped ease':some thoughts
about the loss of Futrell.
"Chase and Eric are two totally different pla)ers," Birdsong said. "Erie's real"Is packed up where Chase lc* off WI
added some different things It's'given us
a new look at that position.
"Eric is a lot more ottensise-minded
He's one of the better shooting guards
that we've had come through this pro
gram, as far as catch and shoot."
Still. Birdsong remembered Futrell'N
mentality.
"Chase gave us more of a defensise
presence. He was mentally tough. and he
had so much more big game expenence
that Eric just doesn't have -- yet." Birdsong said. "We're excited to see what
we get out of Eric in our big games. but
he learned a lot behind Chase Now. he

BCS favors Gators vs. Buckeyes
AP

Tennessee Titans players swarm kicker Rob Bironas after
he kicked a 60-yard field goal with 12 seconds left in
the fourth quarter to beat the Indianapolis Colts, 20-17
Sunday in Nashville, Tenn. Hugging Bironas at center is
holder Craig Hentrich (15).

Bironas' kick lifts
1,Titans in shocker
:NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) me today," Bironas said. It
Magic is in the air around was all at my back ... I let
Tennessee Titans. Just ask the wind take it the rest of
the way."
kob Bironas.
Peyton Manning said the
, Bironas kicked a 60-yard
field goal — the franchise's wind was a big factor for the
longest ever — with 7 sec- Titans in the fourth quarter.
cads left, and the Titans upset and never bigger than on
indianapolis 20-17 Sunday for Bironas field goal.
"The guy made a heck of
heir first victory over the Colts
since December 2002 and their a kick," Manning said.
The Mans (5-7) didn't trail
Cecond straight amazing comeby 21 this time, but they were
back. '
: The team that tied for the down 14-0 in the first half
ML's second-biggest comeback before starting this comeback
fri the final 10 minutes last with 10 points just before halfWeek against the New York time. They intercepted Manants struck again Sunday ning twice, and Vince Young
IIjainst the Colts (10-2). who threw for two touchdowns and
tied lost only four of their pre- used his legs to help keep the
ball away from the two-tune
!anus 36 games.
,. :With the wind at his back, NFL MVP.
'Indianapolis needed a vicBironas needed every gust to
fit the longest field goal in tory to clinch the division for
Is short career over the cross- a club-record fourth straight
!), for his second consecutive year and its seventh playoff
ame-winning kick. He became berth in eight years. Seemingsixth kicker in NFL histo- ly easy enough for a franchise
to connect from 60 yards that had won 12 straight divisional games coming into Sunbetter.
C.
day.
.: "I needed that wind behind

L
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By RALPH D. RUSSO
AP Sports Writer
The Bowl Championship
Series broke in favor of Florida. sending Urban Meyer's
Gators to the national championship game to play Ohio State.
Michigan was the odd team
out in this year's college football controversy, getting passed
by the slimmest margin in BCS
history and 'denied a rematch
with the Buckeyes.
Despite the results, Meyer
and Wolverines coach Lloyd
Can- found common ground
Sunday night in hashing the
BCS.
"It's an imperfect system,"
Meyer said. "If you want a
true national championship, the
only ,way to do it is on the
field.\
Carr's take: "I don't think
there is any question that there
are flaws in the system. I. hope
one day we have a system
where all the issues are decided on the field."
Maybe one day, hut not yet.
Florida. which lobbied hard
for the victory, got in by a
whisker — just a hundredth
of a point in the RCS standings.
The Gators had a BCS average of .944. The Wolverines
were at .434 The teams were
tied in the computer ratings,
but Honda had a .38-p4ani kid
in the Hams poll and a 26point advantage in the coaches' poll
%levet spent more time
answering questions about whs

Florida coach Urban Meyer. lett, arid quarterback Chns Leak, right, wait to see if their
team will compete for the national championship dunng a live Fox Sports BCS Selection Show on Sunday at Ben Hill Griffin Stadium in Gainesville. Fla.
"I don't think the s Monvoters finally saw fit to put Fan ill I)
The ("aloes leaptrogged idle .'s) would Noe missed ahead
the Gators ahead of Michigan
isf us if USC would hair wilf1
than he did talking about how Michigan to winning the South
the game." said Michigan coach
his team went 12-1 against one eastern ('twitcreme champt
of the nation's hest schedules (mishits game. 3R-28. over Lksyd Cart
In other howls.
to win the countrs•s toughest Arkansas
• Big 12 dump= Oklaconference
"It's well deserved. and I'm
"We're beyond the fact of proud of it." Meyer said of homa will meet emblem Boise
State in the fiesta on Jan 1 do we need a playoff." he said
the Gators' selection
"It's now, can we get Oaf
• Rig
East camp*
The sissminonship game is
tcauss ilk will play ACC ANNin (itenstale. krir
Of course, Southern Cali
Ian
forma Lould have made things
Michigan's consolation mire pion Nat I-orrsi Ns et Mop
simpler by heating VOA on is a Rome Bowl hid go plas ('flier
Saturday. Inatead. the Trojans lt9C 10-2i, a clatsn Rig Ten
•I SI will tate Florida s
were upset 13-9. *was in vs Pac-10 suatchup of team' spot in the Sum and piss
the standutp and clewing the left to secludec what could have Notre Dame on Jan I
was ftw Florida(12-11 or Moan? been
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NFL STANDINGS

THE CHAMPS!: The Murray High freshmen girls' basketball team won its own Murray High
Freshman Shootout on Saturday with wins over Reidland, Heath and Obion. The Lady Tigers won
the championship game 51-43. Murray was led by seventh grader Haley Armstrong's 29 points.
Members of the MHS team are: Melissa Shoulberg, Erin Sanders, Elizabeth Dawson, Haley
Armstrong, Leah Dieleman, Amanda Winchester, Emily Benson, Sara Crouch, and Maria Speed.

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
9 3 0 750
New England
7 5 0 583
NY Jets
5 7 0 417
Buffalo
5 7 0 417
NUMMI
South
W I. T Pet
10 2 0 833
Indianapolis
7 5 0 583
Jacksonville
5 7 0 417
Tennessee
4 8 0 333
Houston
14oriti
L T Pct
W
9 3 0 750
Baltimore
7 5 0 583
Cinannas
5 7 0 417
Pittsburgh
4 8 0 333
Cleveland
West
L T Pet
W
10 2 0 833
San Diego
5 0 583
7
Kansas City
7 5 0 583
Denver
2 10 0 167
Oakland
A.-clinched division
Sunday's SCOrei
Chicago 23, Minnesota 13
N Y Jets 38 Green Bay 10
Atlanta 24 Washington 14
Arizona 34, St Louis 20
Tenneasee 20 Indianapolis 17
San Diego 24 Buffalo 21
New England 28 Detract 21
New Orleans 34, San Francisco 10
Cleveland 31, Kansas City 28 OT
Jacksonville 24, Miami 10
Houston 23, Oakland 14
Dallas 23. N Y Giants 20
Pittsburgh 20 Tampa Bay 3
Seattle 23, Denver 20
Todsy's Gene '
Cardona at Philadelphia, 7 30 p m

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
e 4 0 667
Dates
6 6 0 500
NY Gents
5 6 0 455
Philadelphia
4 8 0 333
Washington
South
W
L T Pc
8 4 0 667
New Orleans
6
5
0 545
Groins
6 6 0 500
Atlanta
3 9 0 250
Tamp' Bay
North
W
L T Pct
10 2 0 833
a-Chicago
5 7 0 417
Minnesota
4 8 0 333
Green Bay
2 10 0 167
Detroit
West
W
L T Pet
8 4 0 667
Seattle
5 7 0 417
San Francisca
5 7 0 417
St. Louis
3 9 0 25C
Arizona
Thursday's Brno
caewomind at Pittsburgh, 7 p m
Sunday's Games
tennesota at Detroit, noon
Tennessee at Houston. noon
Now Emend at Miami. noon
Osidand at Cincinnati, noon
Philadelphia at Wastwigtort, noon
13allevors at Kansas City. noon
MisirSa at Veva Bay, noon
N.Y. Gionle at Carolina. noon
Inchanicells iil Jeduionveo, noon
Green Bey at San Francesco, 3060 7,
Swiss at Arizona, 105 p m
Butte° at N Y Jets. 315pm
Center at San Diego, 3 15 pm
New Orleans at Dales. 7 15 pm
'
. Game
Monday
Chicago at St Louts, 7 30 p m

-a

LOUISVILLE FOOTBALL

Cards to face Wake in Orange Bowl
MIAMI (AP) — Picked to
finish last in the Atlantic Coast
Conference, Wake Forest pulled
off a championship season that
' stunned
many
onlookers.
T h e
Demon Deacons' reward
their
for
record-setting year? A
season-ending matchup
Petrino
with one of
the nation's highest-powered
offenses,
No. 5 Louisville ( 1 -1),
which won the Big East title
▪ and took a Bowl Championship
Series berth for the first time,
was picked Sunday to face No.
15 Wake Forest (11-2) at the

Orange Bowl on Jan. 2 in about."
Louisville earned its BCS
Miami.
"We have taken the next berth late Saturday night, with
step," Louisville coach Bobby much help from West Virginia
Petrino said.
— which heat Rutgers 41-39
It's the first Orange Bowl in triple overtime to deny the
appearance for both schools, Scarlet Knights what would
the first time either has been have been an almost-certain
part of a BCS game, and the trip to the Orange Bowl.
first meeting between the pro"Our dream, our goal all
grams.
year was to get to the BCS,"
"1 think it's huge for our Louisville center Eric Wnod said
program to be playing in the
Sunday. "We're sixth in the
Orange Bowl—an4 with the hisright now. To get topcountry
tory that it has," Wake Forest
linebacker Jon Abbate said Sat- five or top-three in the end
urday after the Demon Dea- would be a great thing for this
cons 'clinched their berth by program."
With an Orange Bowl win,
beating Georgia Tech in the
ACC title game. "It doesn't that could happen for the Carget bigger than that. I think dinals. Louisville remained sixth
it's a great opportunity for us in the BCS standings released
to prove one more time, you Sunday, while Wake Forest
know, what this team is all jumped three spots to No. 14.

This is the ninth straight bowl
trip for Louisville — while
Wake Forest has been to only
six other postseason games,
most recently beating Oregon
38-17 in the 2002 Seattle Bowl.
The Cardinals are 5-7-1 alltime in bowl games: the Demon
Deacons 4-2. including three
straight wins.
"We're a football team that
will really appreciate being in
the Orange howl," Wake Forest coach Jim Grobe said. "We
don't take anything for granted. Our kids are enjoying playing football right now and
they're really, really excited to
be in a BCS game. Teams may
take playing in bowl games
for granted, but this is one
team that'll be really excited
to be in this game."

KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

Music City Bowl to host Wildcats, Clemson
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AR)
— Clemson and Kentucky will
meet in the ninth annual Music
City Bowl on Dec. 29, bowl
officials announced Sunday.
The game, sponsored by
Gaylord Hotels and Bridgestone, will be televised live at
noon CST on ESPN from LP
Field.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED NY:

"

I
I

Lindy Suitor

ham Kraal Maw Ageri
kw. rou iniwand
coniacr 4Woe

It's the first Music City
Bowl appearance for Clemson
(8-4) and the second for Kentucky.
The Tigers finished tied for
second in the Atlantic Coast
Conference's Atlantic Division
and lost to the only Southeastern Conference team they faced
this year — a 31-28 loss to
in-state rival South Carolina
on Nov. 25.
Clemson features one of the
nation's most prolific running
back duos in James Davis and
C.J. Spider.

"We are excited to be selected for the Gaylord Hotels Music
City Bowl Presented By Bridgestone," said Terry Don Phillips,
Clemson University director of
athletics. "This will be our first
appearance in the bowl and it
will be Clemson's first appearance in the city of Nashville
for a college football game since
1960.
"Nashville is a great city
and has a lot to offer in terms
of entertainment for our fans,"
Phillips said. "It is also a game
that will take place ip a state

of the art NFL facility against
Kentucky, an outstanding team
from the SEC."
Kentucky finished third in
the SEC's East Division and
did not face an ACC opponent this season.
The Wildcats' Andre Woodson is the SEC's leading passer, averaging 268 yards per
game.
"I'm so happy that all of
the hard work and effort put
forth by our football team is
being rewarded appropriately,"
said Mitch Barnhart, UK AD.

S011 Mae St.• 753-511412

TV Schedule
Today
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6p
ESPN2 — Southern Cat at Kansas
FOOTBALL
NFL
730 p.m.
ESPN — Carolina at Philadelpha
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS — Boston at Montreal
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Jimmy V Women's Classic.
Duke at Rutgers
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•Racers
was among the bast of players in their first game at MurDISHING IT OUT:Ed Hor- ray State since 1984. Only
ton has led the Racers in assists Antoine Whelchel's 27 against
in four straight games. During Gardner-Webb in 2000 is betthat time, he has tallied 17 ter.
assists. He has also led the
SPOON WATCH: Shawn
team in steals three times.
Witherspoon continues to get
SCORING OPTIONS: Six closer to becoming the 33rd
different MSU players have Racer to join the Murray State
had a hand in being the lead- 1000-Point Club. Hedit 154
ing scorer in a game this sea- points away.
son.
Witherspoon has started 39
SECOND-HALF DROP: straight games and scored in
The Racers are trying to reverse 81 straight. The last time he
a bad trend in the second half failed to score was on Jan. 26,
of games. MSU has been 2004 during his freshman seaoutscored in the second half son, when the Racers dropped
in the last six games after lead- a game at Texas A&M Coring San Diego State and Seat- pus Christi, However, in the
tle-Pacific to start the season. Tennessee game Witherspoon
GREAT START:Carter's 19 was 0-of-66 from the field,
points against San Diego State marking the first time in 43

From Page 1B
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games that he failed
a field goal.
FOULS
• AND
TURNOVERS: The Racers
have had more turnovers than
their opponent in five of eight
games this season. MSU has
committed more fouls in seven
of eight games this season.
"DEATH VALLEY"TRIP:
After the Anderson game, the
Racers travel to play OVC contests at Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State this Thursday
and Saturday.
MSU swept the "Death Valley" swing last season. In the
last five years, the Racers have
won both games twice, got
swept once and split twice. Murray has won three straight games
at Morehead and has split its
last two trips to Richmond.

SportsBriefs

Si

•The Murray High School football banquet will be held on Sunday,
Dec. 17 at Murray Middle School. A meal will be served at 1 p.m_ in the
MMS cafeteria. The awards portion of the banquet will begin at 2 p.m
in the MMS auditonum. Tickets may be purchased for $10 per person
by calling Pam Collins at 753-6176 before Dec 8
▪ Dunng a banquet last month at the Gums Center Ballroom, Murray
High School soccer players were recognized for their achievements
Will Pitman, Blake McCuiston, Cameron Barth. Tucker Adams and
Bradley Black were named to the All-District Team, while McCuistor
represented the Tigers on the first-team All-Region Team arid Pitman.
Black and Bobby Puckett were recognized on the second team.
Other awards announced at the banquet were: Most Improved
Barth: Eli Alexander 110 Percent Award — Pitman; Best Defensive
Black, Best Offensive — McCuiston: Most Assists — McCuistor
Sportsmanship — Luke Welch, Tucker Adams and B.T. Gray; Coaches
Awards — Taylor Pierce, Randy Finch, Carlos Vega and kei
Wellinghurst Academic — Adams, Black and Pitman. Keeslar-Soitar,
Most Valuable Player — McCuiston.

UK WOMEN

UofL tops UK Hoops
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Angel McCoughtry and Yuli),a
Tokova made sure Louisville's appearance in the Top 25 wouldn't be a cameo.
McCoughtry scored 21 points and had a career-high 15
rebounds while Tokova added 20 points and nine boards to
lead No. 19 Louisville to a 83-75 win over No. 24 Kentucky
in front- of a record crowd on Sunday at Freedom Hall.
The Cardinals third straight win against their instate nial
upped their record to 8-0, the best start in school history
Heady territory for a program that had never been ranked until
two weeks ago.

•Berberich
From Page 1B
has his time to shine and he's
taking advantage of it."
In addition 4o Berberich's
20 points, Wes Perry added 12
points and 10 rebounds. Wes
Adams tacked on nine. Landon Lockhart was good for
seven points, and Josh Miller
and Tyrell Willis finished with
four. Jamey Gream, Jake linden and Chris Dobbins all had
two points.
Calloway led 17-7 after one
quarter of play and built a 20point (35-15) lead in the second quarter before taking an
18-point lead (35-17) into the
locker room.
The Lakers' biggest advantage was 28 points, which came
twice in the final eight minutes.
The scheduling of University School replaced the loss
of Christian Fellowship on Calloway's schedule. And while
the win was good, Birdsong
examined it as the last of easier games on the Lakers' schedule.
'These games are ones where
I really feel like we overmatched
our opponent,- Birdsong said.
"We don't have very many of

those, and we're trying to eliminate them, because a lot Of
times at the end of the game
the fans are happy. cheerleaders are happy and parents are
happy. But we as coaches leave
here frustrated."
Despite the win, the co.kh
sees plenty of room iii
improvement.
"Games like this really bring
out a lot of the negative things
in our kids," he continued.
"The ball seems to want to
stay in their hands a little hit
too long.
"I didn't think we mo%ed
the ball well tonight. We dnbbled too much. We tried to go
into our motion offense, and
everyone tried to get into position to get a shot off instead
of cutting and moving.One of the negatives that
Birdsong added was the fact that
Calloway shot just 11 percent
from the free throw line. going
I -for-9.
Lockhart and Berbench
who Birdsong considers two
of the team's best shooters -went 0-for-3 and 0-for-2. respe( tively, from the line.
"When you're a competiti( e
person, you feel good about
winning. But these games are
really meaningless in the terms
of trying to beat good basket'
hail teams," Birdsong said. "The
frustrating thing about our free
throw shooting was it was two
of our best shooters. The other
night at Lone Oak, we were
12-of-26, but we had sonic
young guys in there late that
were getting to the foul line
and missing some. It's still no
excuse. Tonight, it didn't matter, but we have to have them
in a big tame."
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Kickers are decisive
during Sunday's action

4
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Oy The Associated Press
; The Chicago Bears' clinchlpg of the NFC North was
kicked out of the spotlight by
who else? - a bunch of
kickers.
Martin Gramatica, Rob
Bironas, Phil Dawson and Josh
Brown provided the heroics
Sunday with winning field
goals, pushing the Bears' 2313 victory over Minnesota for
the division crown to the side.
Gnunatica, signed by Dallas last week when the highpriced-but-inconsistent Mike
Vanderjagt was cut, nailed a
46-yard field goal with 1 second left to give the Cowboys
48-4) a 23-20 win over the
Giants (6-6) and a two-game
lead in the NFC East. Gramatica's boot went straight through
the uprights with plenty of
power, more than making up
for his wide-right miss from
44 yards to end the Cowboys'
opening drive.
"I've got to thank the Cowboy s for giving me a second
chance,- Gramatica said. "It's
been a rough couple of years
for me, being out all last year
and then not making any teams'
this year."
Bironas has been around all
season and, for the second
straight week. staged the dramatics. He became only the
sixth kicker to make a 60-yarder.
hitting from that distance with
7 seconds left to lift Tennessee
aver
Indianapolis
20-17.
Bironas made a 49-yarder with
6 seconds remaining the previous week to cap another
comeback and beat the Giants.
"Apparently they had good
confidence in me and knew I
was going to put it through."
Bironas said. "That was the
same way I felt, so I was glad
1 got the opportunity to do
that."
Dawson had to wait until
Overtime for his starring role.
The Browns got two touchdown passes ih the final-9
minutes of regulation from
backup quarterback Derek
Anderson, who also ran 33 yards
in overtime to set up Dawson's 33-yard field goal for a
31-28 win over Kansas City.
"I told the guys all year.
whether I make or miss, I just
want to win," Dawson said.
"This one is for the fans. We
haven't given them a lot to cheer
about, but this one is for all
those die-hards who came out."
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Dallas Cowboys kicker Martin Gramatica (7) celebrates
after kicking the game-winning field goal in the closing
seconds against the New York Giants during Sunday's
game in East Rutherford, N.J. The Cowboys won 23-20.
Also Sunda). it was San York on Oct. 23. He finished
Diego 24, Buffalo 21; New Eng- 20-of-34 for 257 yards.
land 28. Detroit 21; New
Browns 31, Chiefs 28
Orleans 34; San Francisco 10;
At Cleveland, Anderson had
Seattle 23 Denver 20; Jack- never thrown an NFL pass and
sonville 24. Miami 10; the New had taken only one snap before
York Jets 38, Green Bay 10; Sunday. However, he replaced
Atlanta 24, Washington 14: injured starter Charlie Frye and
Pittsburgh 20, Tampa Bay 3: rallied the Browns 44-8) to
Houston 23, Oakland 14: and only their second December
Arizona 34, St. Louis 20.
win at home since 1999.
On Monday night. it's CarDawson's winning kick with
olina at Philadelphia.
7:25 remaining in OT came after
The week's slate of games the gangly Anderson scrambled
began Thursday night, when right, broke a tackle and lumCincinnati (7-5) beat Baltimore bered his way down the side(9-3) 13-7.
line to the Kansas City 12.
Cowboys 23, Giants 20 - Trent Green threw' four TD
The winning score was set passes - two to Tony Gonup by a 42-yard pass by Tony zalez - for the Chiefs (7-51.
Rome to Jason Witten and Green was 24-of-32 for 297
came just over a minute after yards.
the host Giants tied the game
Beers 23, Vikings 13
on a 5-yard pass from Eli ManDevin Hester had his fourth
ning to Plaxico Burress.
kick return for a TD. a 45It was the fourth straight yard punt runback. Ricky Manloss for the Giants and the fourth ning Jr. returned an intercepwin in five games for Dallas tion 54 yards for a touchdown,
since Romo replaced Drew and host Chicago(10-21 claimed
Bledsoe at quarterback at half- its second straight NFC North
time of a 3,6-22 loss to New title.

Winter Meetings at Disney
Boston bid $51,111,111 Just for
now."
Among the top free agents the right to negotiate with the
available are Barry Bonds, who Seibu Lions' ac under baseis closing in on Hank Aaron's ball's posting syst rn. they have
all-time home run record, and a Dec. 14 deadjine to reach
he will return
an agreement
Oakland lefty Barry Zito.
Boston would
Bonds' agent. Jeff Borns, to Japan
was angry that the Giants did- keep is bid.
The New York Yankees
n't offer salary arbitration to
the 42-year-old left fielder, com- offered $26,000,194 for Kci
ing off a $90 million, five- Igawa, projected as a No. 4
year contract with San Fran- starter. Jason Schmidt is among
the other big-name pitchers on
cisco.
Scott Boras represents Zito, the market.
"We're going to sign them
who spent his first seven seasons with the Oakland Athlet- to the value we think is right.
ics and is the top free-agent not what the market is dictatpitcher in a market desperate- ing," St. Louis Cardinals general manager Walt locketty said.
ly seeking arms.
Boras. known for pushing 'The market right now is kind
for high prices, also represents of silly, and it may continue
.
Japan's Daisuke Matsuzaka. to be silly."
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LAKE BUENA VISTA. Fla.
(AP)- Baseball's top executives have converged on Disney World for the sport's winter meetings, and they brought
their checkbooks.
Not for the theme parks which manage to separate the
surplus cash from many a tourist
-- but for the annual free agent
bazaar that has seen prices rise
this offseason like no other since
December, 2000.
"The market has definitely
spiked. There's no doubt about
it," said Boston Red Sox general manager Theo Epstein.
who arrived with his top lieutenants on Sunday. "It's clear
that there's a lot of available
money to be spent, probably
more holgs on teams than players to fill them."
The Red Sox figure to be
in the middle of things again
this year as they shop enigManny
outfielder
matic
Ramirez, whose eight-year.
$160 million contract was part
of--the 2000 bull market. That
same year, Alex Rodriguez
signed a record .10-year. $252
million deal with Texas.
Both contracts proved regrettable when the market cooled
in subsequent years. But that
hasn't stopped the Chicago Cubs
from giving Alfonso Soriano
a $136 million deal or the
Houston Astros from throwing
MO million . at Carlos Lee.
"I don't know that we're
back to the days of 2000-01,
Epstein said, noting that the
new collective bargaining agree&tent has increased revenues
throughout the sport.'There can
fie big contracts signed that
aren't necessarily irresponsible
signillgs. IL seems players and
reams are both doing wellnght
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Murray L.dge & limes fait Homing Act Notice
All ad adore advertised home a subiect to the Federal fair
Homing Act, Aid.missillegal to &decrier an preference,limitation or dacriseruition Need on ram cant
gut set,
sex, handicap, familial status Of naiad origin, or
Menbon to make em such perteremei, lierdtabore or discrimination
Star Inn torhod discrimination in the sale rental or advev
Mind teal estate bared on tutors ri addition to those pm
lectiti under federal law
We will knowingh. accept AM advertising tor real estate
whith o not m violation of ill., la. All persons are
informed that all dwellimo aisernsed an mailable On all
equal opportunitx bass
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,
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
HIM Worded

MARTIAL Arts
Training.
Tae Kwon Do - Hapkido
taught by 7th degree
black belt. Ages 14 &
up.
Shotokan taught by 4th
degree black belt. Ages
7& up. Call 761-3737
050
Untold Found
$100 Roward. Lost in
Wildcat Creek area of
Calloway County. Full
coverage motorcycle
helmet. Custom painted in checkered flags
and red with 96Z racing number Contact
Spencer Baleatine
270-354-9657
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one wall
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Waited
*ASSISTANT Manager
*Manager in Training
*Day Shift Preferred
Hibbett Sports is hiring
in Murray. Apply at:
642 North 12th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing.
WWW.hibbett.com

BIG Apple Cafe
Cashier help needed.
Apply in person
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
DANCE instructor
wanted for ballroom
dancing. Call Sue at
761-3737.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
FULL time help needed. No experience necessary. Apply in person
7:30-4:30, 8503 U S.
Hwy 68 East, Benton
(Fairclealing)
FULL time position
available for LPN,
CMA or Medical
Assistant with clinical
expenence in a fast
paced family practice
setting.
Monday-Thursday with
occasional Saturdays
Benefits package.
Apply by resume only
with references to:
Richard H. Crouch,
M.D.
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071
General help wanted
Experience preferred
Apply in person at
Tom's Pizza, 506 N
12th, Murray Closed
Mondays.
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing expen(once. Call 800-4560403 Send resumes
to PO. Box 2481
Evansville, Indiana
47728
WANTED: journeymen, electncians and
helpers for work in
Murray, KY area.
Contact Ed Rice at
812-383-0125
NOW hiring night stet
work weekends
Apply in person at
Arby's. 507 N 12th St.
Murray

Mule

._______
USINESS & SERVICE DIREC:TORIfil

060
Blip%Mid

GET THIS IXI"
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

v

NURSE AIDE

PURITY DAIRIES
ROUTE SALES OPPORTUNITIES
Purity Dairies has an immediate opening for
Commission Route Sales in the Murray/Paducah
area. Applicants must possess the ability io sell high
quality products and provide excellent-customer
service in a professional manner. CDL Class
AJAirbrakes or Class B required. Previous route
sales experience preferred. Outstanding compensation and benefits including medical, dental, prescnpnon program. vision, 40IK, and tuition assistance.
Complete an application at the Murray Career
Discovery Center located at 1405 N. 12th Street or
Paducah One Stop Career located at 416 South 6th
Street or call 615-948-0364 for more information.
EOE/WF/V
jobs@puntyclanies.com

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
The'Calloway County Board of Education
is currently accepting applications for a full
time maintenance technician in the
and Grounds department.
'Excellent fringe benefits including health
insurance, life insurance, and county retirement will be provided. Wages will be commensurate with experience. Applications
are available at the Calloway County Board
of Education, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071 and must be submitted
by Monday, December 11, 2006. Any further information may be obtained by calling
762-7320. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Opportunity
Education and Employer Institution.

Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Director of our HIM (Medical Records)
Department. The individual must have 3-5
years supervisory experience in a HIM department and demonstrated management skills.
Must have a minimum of an Associate degree
in HIM and must be a RHIT. Must be able to
work with physicians, staff, and other department directors. Accounting and financial experience is desirable.
The Director of HIM reports directly to the
CFO and will be responsible to plan, organite
and direct the workflow of the department. The
director is also the Privacy officer for HIPPA
compliance.
Henry County Medical Center is located in
northwest Tennessee and is a growing and
expanding mertcal center. We offer excellent
benefits and a competitive salary package
including relocation assistance.
Interested candidates who meet all requirements should send resume or may apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
731-644-8474 FAX
coven hanc-tmorg

Complete Formed Rear Headquarters

Full Time 10PM TO 6AM
Prefer experience but will train. If you enjoy
working with the elderly, we have both a
pleasant atmosphere and good working
conditions. Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge
EOE
1505 Stadium View Dnve

INSURANCE

.
t. litrOg labFOg1

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Paws, Pay 1610% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Limousines & Vans
,*dm Si 1111W1111611.14116f011 NIA
1"
ilerof.IT ern
imamate,
11711111114111/0

are responsible (or the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $952 on Part A. $124 on
Part B. Call inc for more information

060

You

[
"

HIM Wanied
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking
strong candidates for a
Full Time Leasing
Consultant position.
Candidate must be
comfortable using
standard business
tools and systems, and
possess strong communication skills. Drug
Free Workplace
*Background
Screening* Benefits*
Equal Opportunity
Employer
Fax Resumes to
270.759.3005.
070
Position Wanted

hpuildings

DIRECTOR HEALTH
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

VISA

FORMER lawyer moving to area and seeks
professional change.
Management, teaching
and leadership experience. Available after
Feb. 1 .(260)459-1360:
(260)704-8662.

CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553.

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
140
Watt Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING US Silver
Coins Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency.
(270)293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars 8 trucks.
Cell Larry 753-3633

1111
1"".417.6 Sim"'.Cenillui Drivin
Al°will."

bluIle by

.-ar-7 --sie----Y

-

WASTE oil wanted.
Drum exchange.
Miller D Farms LLC
I2701436-2215

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
•
()MIME/ire!

150

a

.4

25 frace wildlife pants
snow leopard. Ping
2006 senior irons,
graphite shafts. Walnut
desk and extension.
Gun cabinet, baby bed,
Pentium III computer.
753-7419

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willouglsby

Disposal

Articles
For S.

or.

Pre-Arrangement Specialist

AS lypes of Refuse Service •

Avoid

inflabonary cost

y

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan

(all lilt Stephens
or ltilie Brown at

753-1916
a it d

6HP go cart Like new.
293-2741 or 762-1995
92 Cougar, V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 060.
Washer 753-4109

place

Vour ad todaN !

Set up

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
,Owners
Terni lsmesikarri Isaac

1

111.4arturia
1111
For Reit

Arecias
For Salo

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
nels
for
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

270-7
,'-- 21H

Pre-Thana Trust

150

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books.
Excellent Christmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 Of 753-2350.

GORGEOUS antiques
for Christmas. Owner
270-227-7913
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zenith. & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901
MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder, just over
100k copies, 3 years
old. $850.00
753-9240

FIEZ HELP IN CLAIM ram FOR NY CLIENTS

MOVING Sale. House
full of furniture and
appliances. 2000
Dodge Ram 1500_
71,000 miles.
731 -247-546
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices' 753-0530
WOLFE commercial
tanning beds
761-3737

*brow
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

On In., Square Murrc4

(270) 753-1713
160
Flom Furnishings
SALE on all furniture
and mattresses!
Carraway Furniture,
105 N. 3rd. 753-1502
Equipment
TAURUS .454 Casul
8" bbl. SS. NIB.
Auger target pistol 10'
bbl SS, NIB. 753-0033

-*OWNER Finance'"
3BR 28A. Lot with
barn. $4,000 down,
$595 month. Marshall
County, Highway 80.
close to lake.
270-753-1011,
ask for Gail
1990 Southern living
16x80, excellent condition, located E-15.
Coach Estates
$13,500 437-4435

mobile home lot OP
resort. 24/7 access to
boat ramp Water. electricity, sewage .avaiiable. $165 per month
227-0406

BEAUTIFUL 3
Bedroom, 2 Bath with
fireplace, walnut cabinets. black appliances
& much more!!! Must
see! 731-584-9429

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

REDUCED'
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home 25R with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot
$10,900 753-6012

2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905

SHARP 3 Bedroom. 2
Bath with island in
kitchen, deluxe appliance package only
$39.995!!! Land available!!! 731-584-4926
280
Noble Homes For Rent
3BR $275. 753-6012
For sale or rent '96
16X80 on 6/10 acre.
$450/month rent
Rosemary Risner
270-21"0-4756

Homes For Si,
AWESOME' Kentucky
Lake Chalet, built for
your property' Call
nowt( 731-584-9109

$110 per month. Newe
homes only 492-8488

usi8sFsruil
1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message 270753-1970

1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A.
Ask about move-in
free days. Coleman
RE 753-9898
CLOSE TO MSUI
Affordable I bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covpicnic
area.
ered
$285/mo unfurnished.
$335/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164
SMALL 1BR apartment. Cable TV arid 5
premium channels plus
high speed Internet and
all utilities included
except phone $125.
$250 deposit, lease
and references No
pets 227-0406.

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BFi $290.00
2BR $340 00
3E1R $42500
$100 deposit specoai
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appoint-'
meat
7534221

NICE 2BR duplex.
1.111350. no pets
227-3054
NOW LEASING •
1 2 & 3bedroorn Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Spacial
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today?
753-8668.
VERY attractive 2BR
IBA. Carport, storage.
Recently renovated
New appliances Side
by side fndge. clw. wd
included. Must see
Call 753-3018

c.lassitieds at:
www miaow/ledger com

Equal Opportunity Employer

SERVICE

COORDINATOR needed for
Senior Retirement facility in Parts. TN and
Murray, KY. Will assess & advise residents of
the services which may be necessary to maintain
a self reliant lifestyle. Acts as a liaison between
community agencies, services providers and residents. Prefer Bachelor degree in Social Wolk
with 2 years experience in social service work
Will work one day a week at Wesley at Murray.
26 unit retirement community, one day a week at
Council on Aging and 3 days a week at Wesley
Pine Ridge in Paris, TN, 85 units, Please send
cover letter with salary history and resume to:
Chuck.Lowry@wesleyhousing.com or fax
resume to: 731-285-6909. Visit our website at
wwwwesleysenionninistries.org. EOE

Now hiring lull time.
\lust work any hours.
1pp1 in person at:
K
205 N. 12111 Strvt
NIurra. la 42071
phmi, rAlls.

5,31/49. Merry Christmas
In one eas3 step!
LMER&TIMES
Wishing only the •
best for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.
From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger &limes

Just compare...
save money & time!
Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a
Merry Christmas without buying the cards, writing the
notes, licking the envelopes, and getting the stamps.
YOUR CRINTING WILL INCLIUMI FULL COLORI

Call Jill Stephens and Julie Brown at

753-1916
to place your Christmas Greeting Ad today.
Publish Date: Thursday, December 21
Deadline: Monday, December 18 at 5PM

1

AIAOLUTE REAL
ESTATE AUCTION
DECEMBER 16, 2006 • 10:00 A.M.
LARRY D. PRITCHARD ESTATE
LYNN GROVE,KENTUCKY
861 BROWNS GROVE ROAD
Open House
Tuesday December 5th, 5:00 p.m. - 7:00
p.m.

40 Acme, vria, pond.
7-aase woods, CAP
program. 1-yr. Wt.
Approx. 33 Unclable
753-4487 293-4772
5-15 acre horns
building sees, 8
minutes West of
Murray 293.5215 or
435-4738

38R bnck horns, mock
barn, tobacco earn, 34
acres in Sour Cireves
County 270-382-2398

2004 Pursue by
Georgia Boy 351n
Anniversary 35 loot 2
slides. ganwellor 6 •
sables letwales
Ford Y10,81116,900
080 615416-7807
615-957-5226

FM110
4 BR. 2.5 Been
1553 Oriord Or
293-4183 759-1506

socuartif42

FSBO 1826 Farmer
Ave. 3 bedrooms I lull
bathroom,
central
heat/ear, kitchen appalanoes inckided Priced
in 690a 000 By
appointment
only

lat
I
i1Vro.•
,
teat multi
removal sh, •
& tree tremount,
sahsiattron guarani. •
Cal 753-1116
et rig4611

1\1\1i 1)1 \II
1 ,11 1 111 1 11

JUST WHAT YOU'VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR:

92.731 Acres In 20 Tracts And Combinations, 3 BR,
2 BA Brick House, Metal Building, 3 BR, 1 BA,
Wood Frame House, Open Land, Wooded Building
Lots, Mini Farms, City Water, Natural Gas, State
Road Frontage.
15% Down Of Purchase Price Day Of Sale With A
Minimum Of $4,000 Down On Lots, Balance In 30
-Days With Deed. Make Your Lead Based Paint
Inspections Prior To Auction. 10q- Buyer Premium
Added To Final Bid And Will Be A Part Of The
Contract.
For All Your Auction Needs Contact:
Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate 270-435-4144
Darrell Beane • Auctioneer & Associate 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall - Broker & Auctioneer 270-767-9223

51 Orion Court
FSBO. 38R, 28A 2400
Sq.Ft.
With 5 5 acres, lust off
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub, Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage. central tvac.
Beautiful
sunroom.
deck. basement
Won't last' $199,000
See listing AWM3005
at www owneron,
Call for appoin
t 761 -HOME
155 Seth Lane
Corm:AMOY
Remodeled! 48R,
2.58A. 20004 Sq. Ft.
Manufactured Home
on 1 acre lot, large
deck.Pnced to sell at
$75,000. &feasting
AWM2105 at
*VON.owners corn
Call for appointment 761-HOME

YAMAHA 650 V-Sta
motorcycle
Classic
Totally
customized
3.000 miles. excellent
condibon Just in time
for Christmas' Call
270-759-4606 evening

'92 Mercury Tracer
Good engtriertransmisvon Excellent parts
car $450 OBO
753-0033

'95 Nissan Pathfinder
White. 4WD
270-252-0660.
270-293-7491

AFFORDABLE Tree
Servos Towns. Wee
reincemi. antl atsen-a*.
Licensed and newt
Fug one of equipmeit
Thankslouis atelb•
nese Happy Picadors.
270-247-2442_
270-070-2322

1996 Dodge Grand
Caravan ES Loaded
righ mites but runs and
drives great 62.800
080 762-9060

2001 GMC Sierra SLE
extended cab 2WD.
5 3L. tow package,
white, bed
cOyer.
120,000 mess. excellent oondition. 69,500
270-978-0806,
731-782-3128

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534915
293-4954, Affordable
Horne Repair Sagging
floors to leaking roots
We do 4 al Cal Greg
Collins

-

SEAVICI I PARTS
(270) 2434726 OR
750-5534
Chuck Van Buren
iticraiiitit a
TRUCKING
ROY HIL.L.
.Seonc system. gravel
ones rock
436-2113
Dear smelt & Wadi
be.
Ca
Reeteeldeag.
We care about your
horns Horne repairs,
moans,
additions,
decks, floor repay &
coverings. siding.
**FREE ESTIMATES**
CM (270)753-1499 or
(7311247-5464
probertson0wk.net,

FUTREWS Tres
Service
Trimming.
removal
Map grinding.
beemod. Insures!
489-2839

435-2067 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal, Vermin% etc
Also Tractor work
leanng clown burictings
hauling, gutter cleaning.

99 Ford F-350 single
wheat, power stroke,
6-11p•OCI, crew cab.
50,000 on new motor
$12,000. 293-8728
1988 Dodge Dakota
V6. auto, A/C. runs and
drives great, Si 500
080 762-9060

Stan

Murray.

Ledger 8 Times

www.danmillerauctioneer.com
www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 2o3
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting ,Application,
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..//4
1 ),
1 p.m. to 4 p.mt

VERY large room to
rent on pleasant house
Full use of kitchen and
bath. Cable TV &6 premium channels plus
high speed Internet and
all utilities included
except phone. $285.
$200 deposit, lease
and references No
oets.227-0406

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 141-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 72I) S 4th St
270-436-5496

2BR house, lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109

29R unfurnished City
schools, redecorated,
kitchen appliances, w/d
hOokup. Fenced backyard, garage.
954-345-1495

270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secuoly alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Proa For Rota

3 bedroom, I bath
fenced
Appliances,
backyard, pets welcome. $575 per month
Untie and deposit Call
492-8089
NEWLY
remodeled
elside & out. New paint,
BM carpet, new heat 8
6k. 415 S 10th $425
759-4696, 293-3710

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE or retail space
available 700 to 1.400
sq ft 400 N 4th St
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018

1 SILVER MINIATURE
Schnauzer pup,
temale, 4-mo old, all
shots 293-1482

AKC Shih-Tzu Unique
colors $300 males.
$350 females
731-642-5151.
731-336-1494
CHRISTMAS puppies.
Red Dachshunds Full
blooded $200 each
270-376-5711
JUST in time for
Chnstmas1 CKC
Boston Terrier puppies
All males $500 each
Six weeks old on
12/17/2006. 436-5569
puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC or CKC, males
and females 1st shots
& wormed $250-$350
270-251-0310

AN Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
s subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race. COO!, religion.
sex, or national origin.
or *intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discnmination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'
DUPLEX on Hillwooct
Dr. $98,000. 270-3661045
Haley Protessi-onai
Appraising
'for what it's worth'
(270)759-4218

BI 1 111)1
1 rualion.
t
t ash or
%11

466./

50G Obedience
41F ^Ac2

EON BEACH
ININSTORAG
'All Size Untts
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

2 story house constructed in 2003.3 bedrooms, 2 5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
Coe 435-4748

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday, Dec. 5, 2006:
You have a way of handling
problems that others wish they
had. You will go right in and
handle a difficult situation with
ease. You have unusually high
energy this year, and you can
meet life's demands with ease.
On the negative side, your temper could be closer to.-the surface. You could become frustrated easily. Words said cannot be
taken back -.- be careful.
Emphasize your routine and
your daily life. Build greater
secunty. It you are single_ you'll
have
many
admirers.
Maintaining a new bond this
year might take attention and
focus It you are attached, try
not to push your sweetie too
hard. Remember, this is a mutual arrangement. GEMINI can be
challenging.

get a problem resolved Your
creativity surges simultaneously
Friends finally support you
Tonight Decide if a risk is worth
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might finally understand where someone is coming
from Perhaps you have been
assuming too much responsibility for this person or the relationship Relax and allow others to
seek you out Tonight Time for
some holiday decorating.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** You will need to reconcile yourself to a fnendstop that
might be testy but important
Also, this person could be older
than you In any case. curt) any
sharp words you might have
Take a walk or go to the gym
instead Tonight. Get physical
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Work with someone
closely. You might be uncomfortable with a partner. Information
comes out. Responsibilities have

been demanding. but now you
see a reward heading your way
Spending easily goes overboard
Tonight Envoy a close friendship
or bond
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
Or**** Mars enters your sign,
and you II have more than
enough energy for the next few
months If you aren't careful, you
could turn combative or bossy if
you don't funnel this newfound
energy Tonight Listen to the
other side of a story
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** A financial matter that
might have chilled a bond opens
up This person now shares what
he or she is feeling. Know that
this person has a hard lime
expressing his or her feelings
Curb a tendency to feel hurt or to
overreact Tonight Run errands
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 11)
***** Finally, people you
care about make a stronger
effort and want to be with you Of

late you might have noticed a
Ilbundani or
distancing You
might have taken tile behavior
personally Tonight Hang with
favonte-people
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Stay centered
even
though you might not feel comfortable with a boss Of someone
you look up to This person
might become even more bearcose Finally, you feet that you.
are far more in control of your,
schedule. Tonight Happy at,
home.
BORN TODAY
Cartoonist Waft Disney 11901 ,
opera singer Jose Carreras
i 19461 aircraft manufacturer
Clyde Cessna i18791
"•
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at http://wverciacquelInebigarcorn
(c1 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You might be filled with
energy and vivaciousness. Much
spins around you Your perkiness makes it easy to take a
mental stretch Or leap. Just don't
risk wildly. A child has a lot to
share. Tonight. Talk up a storm
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your expenses could be
out of whack, at best You might
find that you have to rethink your
domestic or personal costs. A
tighter budget might make you
more comfortable. A partner
might not have the same idea as
you. Tonight Talk out a problem
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You have a lot of energy.
but will need every drop of it to
get through what you must
News or information comes out
that makes sense but might not
feel good. A partner or as-ark-sate
could become more testy
Tonight: Smile, and someone
decides to come around to your
point of view.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Trust that you might need
some time off. You could be bred
and withdrawn Try something
difffirent and more dynamic You
will make others think twice without having to say one word
Setting an example works better
than words Tonight Do something lust for yourself
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Saturn goes retrograde in
your sign today You have felt
very restricted Now you can
finally start to clear the an and

QiCif Mal ipecial pdfitYPt
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P*vote ofovKlycl
NEEDFUL PROJECT: For the past two months, five seventh-grade girls from Calloway
County Middle School have been raising money and goods for Need Line They hosted
fundraisers at both Food Giant and Wal-Mart They also had the help of thee churches.
Hazel Baptist, Westside Baptist and Kirksey United Methodist in gathenng several canned
and boxed goods The students also raised approximately S150 which they used to purchase more food items They collected needy 350 cans and over 100 boxed food dents to
be hended over to Tonia Casey director of Need Line This food drive served as a classroom project for Teen Leadership Class and also as a service project tor the Beta Club.

Do you need help with your
- 401(k) rollover?
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LookingBack
10 years ago
The 13th annual Live Nativity Scene will be at Coleg Camp
Ground United Methodist Church
on Dec. 6 and 7 from 6 to 9
p.m. Other sponsors are Independence, Kirksey. Palestine and Temple Hill United Methodist Churches,
Jason Farley received his Master Mason degree at a meeting
of Benton Lodge No. 622 of Free
and Accepted Masons. His father,
Oatman Farley, and grandfather,
Pete Farley, are also Master
Masons of Murray Lodge No.
105.
Chris Westphal, 'I I, is pictured with the deer he got while
hunting in the Kentucky Youth
Hunt and the deer he got while
hunting with his grandfather.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Audrey
Farris receiving a special award
for volunteer services for the
Kentucky Department of Human
Resources in Calloway and Trigg
Counties from Karon Wilson, field
service supervisor. The photo was
by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Tony Fritz, Nov.
28, and a boy to Tracy and Jerol
Miller. Dec. I.
Murray State University Racers lost 28-21 to Eastern, Ill.
Panthers in a football game.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 43-33 over
Murray High School Tigers in a
basketball game.
30 years ago
Published are pictures of"Trees
of the Holidays" held at the Calloway Public Library on Delts 2.
Several groups and organizations
were at the library to help decorate the trees, according to Margaret Trevathan, librarian.

A furniture warehouse, owned
by Seventh & Poplar Church of
Christ, was gutted by fire about
II p.m. Dec 2.
Beth Boston, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fit Boston and a junior at Murray High School, told
about her trip to Chili, South
America, last summer at a meeting of the Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
40 years ago
Published is a list of cases heard
in the Calloway County Court with
Judge Hall McCuiston presiding.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ned Rogenfill,
Nov. 23.
In high school basketball games
Calloway Lakers won 78-62 over
Benton Indians with high scorers being Stan Key for Lakers
and Newton for Indians; Murray
High Tigers won 73-41 over Fancy
Farm Gophers with high scorers
being Vic Dunn for Tigers and
Joe Elliott for Gophers; Murray
Training Colts lost 54-s I to Cuba
Cubs with high scorers being
Buckner for Colts and Stroup for
Cubs.
50 years ago
The Murray Fire Department
was called to the home of Floyd
McCage on S. I I th Street on
Dec. 1. Extensive damage was
reported to the attic of the home.
Published are a picture and
story about Mr. and Mrs. Carter
Brandon who have retired from
the dairy business after over 70
years in a advertisement by the
Ryan Milk Company.
In a high school basketball
game, Lynn Grove Wildcats won
73-68 over New Concord Redbirds. High scorers were Tommy
McNeely for Wildcats and Billy
Buchanan for Redbirds.

the "Boss" of New York City's
Tammany Hall political organization, escaped from jail and fled
the country.
In 1942, U.S. bombers struck
the Italian mainland for the first
time in World War II.
In 1965, the United States
launched Gemini 7 with Air Force
Lt. Col. Frank Borrnan and Navy
Cmdr. James A. Lovell aboard.
In 1978, San Francisco got its
first female mayor as City Supervisor Dianne Feinstein was named

DEAR ABBY: We are a
small family of four living on
my husbands income. We have
a small farm that I run, and
I home-school my children.
My husband works full time
in another job. We aren't poor,
but we do have to count our
nickels and
dimes and
budget for
we
things
want.
This
is
the first year
we
have
splurged on
gifts for the
children,
Dear Abby and we spent
more on my
By Abigail
sister-in-law
Van Buren
because, for
once,
we
had a little extra to spend. It
has brought us joy that we
can be a bit mbre generous.
Now that our Christmas
budget is spent, my sister-inlaw has asked twice that we
purchase gifts for her do -wrapped, no less -- becaus
her dog likes opening packages!
I ignored her request the first
time. After the second one, I
told her we don't ask people
to purchase gifts for our kids,
and we don't purchase gifts
for other people's pets. Now
she's offended.
Abby, it may not seem like
a lot, but for us, it's a big
deal when we get to purchase
a movie and a pizza every
few months. We never ask
anything of anyone. We're a
happy, tight-knit family regard-

to replace the assassinated George
Moscone.
In 1991, Associated Press correspondent Terry Anderson, the
longest held of the Western
hostages in Lebanon, was released
after nearly seven years in captivity.
In 1991. Patricia Bowman testified at William Kennedy Smith's
trial in West Palm Beach, Ha.,
0314 Smith had raped her the previous Easter weekend. (Smith was
acquitted.)
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Is half better
than none?

Christmas budget takes a hit
when pet gifts are requested

TodayinHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Dec. 4, the
338th day of 2006. There are 27
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 4, 1783, Gen. George
Washington bade farewell to his
officers at Fraunces Tavern in New
York.
On this date:
In 1816, James Monroe of Virginia was elected the fifth president of the United States.
In 1875. William Marcy Tweed,

Murray Ledger & limes

Etl_COISICOMAD
SEE YOU JUST
OPENED OUR CRECIT
CAC/0 SILL t----..._

less of our financial status.
My husband has had enough.
He's tired of his sister's selfabsorption and wants to tell
her to grow up and that the
world does not revolve' around
her and her dog. Instead, I asked
her to simply return any gifts
she has bought for us and
spend the money on her dog.
Are we being unreasonable? - IN THE DOGHOUSE IN
ALASKA
DEAR IN THE DOGHOUSE: Not at all. Your sister-in-law is out of line to put
the bite on you for gifts for
her dog, and you are within
your rights to tell her you
have a bone to pick with her.
After she chews on it awhile,
let's hope she comes around.
DEAR ABBY: I have survived cancer twice in the last
20 years. The second cawr,
which was successfully operated on 10 years ago, was in
my right lung. So far, I am
still cancer-free.
My sister, "Kelly," whom I
love dearly, is a heavy smoker, and has smoked 20 years
longer than I did.
• My problem is, she still
smokes around me, closed up
in the car, etc. It isn't only
the smoke that bothers me,
but the fact that I have had
lung cancer and am not supposed to be around any cigarette smoke.
Kelly is a wonderful person, and I have nothing else
bad to say about her. She does
not believe all the stuff about
secondhand smoke, etc. I wish
there was some way to impress
upon her that she shouldn't be
smoking around me or others
who have had cancer. -COUGHING IN CORPUS
CHRISTI
DEAR COUGHING: Your
sister is nicotine-addicted and
in denial. She's obviously not
a Dear Abby reader, or she'd
have seen my Nov. 14 column that featured the American Cancer Society's 30th
Annual Great American Smokeout. In it was information from
the U.S. surgeon general's first
report in 20 years about the
effects of involuntary exposure to secondhand smoke.
Specifically. "Exposure of
adults to secondhand smoke
has immediate adverse effects
on the cardiovascular system
and causes coronary heart disease and lung cancer. The scientific evidence indicates that
there is no safe level of exposure to sec dhand smoke."
I know ou love your sister, but c sidering your health
history, if she needs a nicotine fix, she should do it out
of your presence -- and certainly never in an enclosed
environment with you. I urge
you to do something you should
have done 10 years ago: Draw
the line and INSIST that she
consider y ur health and refrain
from smoki g anywhere around
you, even i it means getting
out of the
r to do so.

To give you related inforDEAR DR. GOIT: I have
a prescription for 10 milligrams mation, I am sending you a
of Lipitor to take once a day. copy of my Health Report
My government prescription "Understanding Cholesterol."
insurance covered it until this Other readers who would like
year, but my income was a a copy should send a long,
little over the limit, so it was self-addressed, stamped envecanceled. I lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
'can't afford Box 167. Wickliffe, OH 44092.
the cost of Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I take
the prescription, so I've one adult low-strength aspirin
been taking every day. I have been told
a
tablet this can cause blindness. Is
every other this true?
REAR READER: I am not
day. This is
OK. I'm 72 aware of any visual problems
low-dose
from
years
old stemming
Dr. Goft and
feel aspirin therapy. Aspirin will
fine.
delay blood coagulation, howBy
DEAR ever, so it should not be used
Or. Peter Gott
READER: except under the guidance of
You may need daily Lipka., your pnmary care physician.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Withbut I can't recommend that
until you have been on alter- in the past year. I've had gallnate-day therapy for several bladder symptoms (nausea and
weeks and have had a choles- a dull pain on the right side
terol blood-level performed. If of my back) leading to an
your level is satisfactory, as ultrasound. CT scan and a bone
judged by your doctor, you scan. Nothing showed up. Is
can reasonably continue your it true that one can have gallstones that are not detected
current dosage schedule.
If. however, your level has by any of these tests?
DEAR READER: No. Gallclimbed back into a high range
(above 200). you may have to stones should be obvious on
increase the Lipitor to a daily one or more of the tests you
dosage or change to a non- had. However, "gallbladder
statin alternative, such as niacin. sludge" may not be. 1 advise
Work closely with your fam- you to be examined by a gasily physician to discover what troenterologist, who will assess
is appropriate for you. Most the possibility of sludge as a
drug companies have provisions factor in your symptoms. Once
that allow needy patients to pur- th cause of your nausea and
in have been diagnosed, you
chase medications at reduced
rates. Your pharmacist can help can then consider therapy,
you with this option. You may which could include gallbladalso consider asking for a pre- der removal.
To give you related inforscription of Lipitor 20 milligrams (which is similar in mation. I am sending you a
cost to the 10-milligram pills) copy of my Health Report
and then cutting the pills in "Gallbladder Disease.half and taking half each day.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Last'Westvulnerable.
NORTH
•i 5 4 3
119 74 3
•A 6
4tA K 9
EAST
WEST
41 A1
4KQ962
.1 10
II A 8 6 5
•2
•Q
*Q 7 6 5 4
40.1 IO 8 3
SOUTH
410
Q2
•KJ 1098 7 5 4 3
+2
The bidding:
North East
South
West
5•
Pass
Pass
Pass
king of spades.
Opening lead
This deal occurred in the 1995
World Junior Bridge Championship.
which was won by a six-member
team from Great Britain. The biennial contest, restricted to players 25
or younger, was held in Bali. Indonesia.
The deal is front a round-robin
qualifying match between Great
Britain and New Zealand, which
ended up losing to the British in the
final. The bidding was the same at
both tables, both Souths opening five
diamonds in first seat. The opening
lead — the king of spades, on which

was
both Lasts played the eight
also the same, hut the defense dif
thereafter
fermi significantly
When a 'S'ess Zealand pair held
the Fast-West cards, West switched
to the heart jack at trick two West
had worked out from the play to the
first trick that his partner had started
with exactly the A-1-8 of spades.
since if East had held the A-8. he
would almost surely have overtaken
the king with the ace and returned the
eight. Fast won the heart tack with
the ace, on which declarer dropped
the queen.
Unfortunatelli, this left Fast in the
dark as to how many spades and
beans even one held, and he v.as
also uncertain about who had the
heart king. Ultimately, he tned to
cash the ace of spades, and that was
that. South ruffed, dress trumps and
discarded the heart deuce on a high
club to make the contract.
At the other table, where twin
brother; Justin and Jason Hackett
were East-West for Great Britain.
Jason found the winning defense.
Anticipating that his brother would
have a problem as to how to continue
after taking the hoped-for heart ace.
Jason laid down the heart king at
tnek two and continued with a second heart to Justin's ace to defeat the
contract.
Of such stuff are world champions
made.

Tomorrow: Look before you leap.
c:5ii5 K Ing tattyre, ti!,mt
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Crosswords
ACROSS
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1 Ore deposit
5 Profiles
9 Touch of frost
12 Fridge stick
13 River in Asia
14 Make the most or
15 Soft mineral
16 Winged Victory
17 Complain
persistently
18 Rural sights
Quay
20
22 Weirdo
23 Tool handle
wood
24 Provokes
27 Fortner princess
28 Actress
- Freeman
32 Here. in Paris
33 Throws hard
humbug!"
36
37 Quiet Inlet
39 Not yours
40 Jornrnies
42 Formal vote
44 - Paulo, Brazil
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45 Pollen distributors
47 Frolic
50 Vet patient
51 Hang ten
53 Notion
55 - - rut
56 Pentathlon event
57 Senor's son
58 Glove sz
59 Cuts timber
60 Ice floe dweller
DOWN
Land parcel
Viking name
Pastrami place
Time of the
mammals
5 Cake-pan type
6 Lens opening
7 Paneling wood
8 Coasters
9 Now, to Nero
10 Meryl in -Out col
Afroca•
11 Violin knob
19 Opulent
21 Unit of nasistance
1
2
3
4
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* *
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12-4 V 200e Unftecl Feature Synclucate
23 Call on sock
24 Taybacli or
Demme
25 Kind of system
26 Sun King's
number
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1
Local Mall
(Calloway. Ora** aMarthalll

ire

27 And
29 'Shogun"
apparel
30 No, to a lassie
31 Happy sighs
34 Ms Thurman
35 Junk e-mail
38 Watch carefully
41 Worm seekers
43 Winding
curves
44 Money
repoSitones
45 Fillet a fish
46 Hoople expietwo
47 Developed
48 Garliekl's
housemate
49 Actress
- Olin
50 Switch to low
beams
52 Work - sweet
54 Cyberspace
sorvicas
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